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ABSTRACT 
Mapping Orthographic and Phonological Neighborhood Density Effects in  
Visual Word Recognition in Two Distinct Orthographies. (May 2007) 
Hsin-Chin Chen, B.S., National Taiwan University;  
M.S., National Taiwan University 
Chair of Advisory Committee: Dr. Jyotsna Vaid 
A central issue in word recognition is how readers retrieve and select the right 
representation among others in the mental lexicon. Recently, it has been claimed that 
recognition of individual words is influenced by the degree to which the words possess 
unique vs. shared letters or sounds relative to other words, that is, whether the words 
have few or several neighbors. Research on so-called neighborhood density effects 
advances understanding of the organization and operation of the mental lexicon. 
Orthographic neighborhood effects have been claimed to be facilitative, but recent 
studies of visual word recognition have led to a revised understanding of the nature of 
the orthographic neighborhood density effect. 
Through a reexamination of orthographic and phonological neighborhood density 
effects, the specific objective of the present research is to understand how orthographic 
and phonological representations interact across two different writing systems, i.e., 
English (an alphabetic orthography) and Chinese (a morphosyllabic orthography). The 
phenomena were studied using a joint behavioral (lexical decision) and neural imaging 
approach (near infrared spectroscopy, or NIRS).   
 iv 
Orthographic and phonological (more, specifically, homophone) neighborhood 
density were manipulated in three lexical decision experiments with English and three 
with Chinese readers. After different sources of facilitative inter-lexicon connections 
were controlled, orthographic and phonological neighborhood density effects were found 
to be inhibitory in both writing systems. Inhibitory neighborhood density effects were 
also confirmed in two NIRS experiments of English and Chinese.  
The present research provided a better control of lexical characteristics than was 
the case in previous research on neighborhood effects and found a clear and consistent 
pattern of neighborhood density effects. This research supports interactive-activation 
models of word recognition rather than parallel-distributed models, given the evidence 
for lateral inhibition indexed by inhibitory neighborhood density effects. As such, the 
present study furthers the understanding of the organization and operation of the mental 
lexicon. 
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INTRODUCTION 
During the last three decades, visual word recognition has been one of the most 
extensively studied topics in psycholinguistics. One aspect of this research has recently 
attracted a lot of attention on the part of investigators: the claim that recognition of 
individual words is influenced by the degree to which the words possess unique vs. 
shared letters or sounds relative to other words, that is, whether the words have few or 
several neighbors (Andrews, 1997; Yates, Locker & Simpson, 2004). These effects, 
which are called orthographic or phonological neighborhood density effects, provide a 
window into the organization and operation of the mental lexicon. However, since the 
classic work on this topic by Andrews (1989), more problems have been raised rather 
than solved with respect to the nature and implications of neighborhood effects.  
Through a reexamination of orthographic and phonological neighborhood density 
effect, the objective of the present research is to understand how orthographic and 
phonological representations interact across two different writing systems, i.e., English 
(an alphabetic orthography) and Chinese (a morphosyllabic orthography), and what 
neighborhood effects mean for current models of visual word recognition. The 
phenomena will be studied using a joint behavioral (lexical decision) and neural imaging 
(near infrared spectroscopy, or NIRS) approach. The proposed research is the first in the 
literature to manipulate both orthographic and phonological neighborhood density 
effects, to relate them to writing system effects, and to examine these effects at both the 
behavioral and neurobehavioral levels. 
This dissertation follows the style of Journal of Experimental Psychology: Learning, Memory, and 
Cognition. 
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Early Studies of Orthographic Neighborhood Effects 
Visual word recognition is a fundamental process in reading. Reading is a highly 
complex activity consisting of at least five different component processes: word 
identification, parsing, semantic-syntactic analysis, text comprehension, and integration 
(Perfetti, 1999). Word identification, which is the process to select the correct, context-
appropriate meaning, is particularly important at the early stages of language 
understanding. Visual word recognition may be defined as the process of retrieving word 
characteristics (including orthographic, phonological, and semantic information) on the 
basis of the input letter string (Dijkstra, 2005). It is important to understand visual word 
recognition because such research enhances our understanding of the limits and the 
plasticity of human cognitive and linguistic systems. Further, to understand what and 
how readers process words is especially important for educational purposes.  
A central issue in word recognition is how readers retrieve and select the right 
representation among others in the mental lexicon. To understand the mechanism 
underlying lexical retrieval and selection, it is not enough to study the processing of a 
single word by itself, since word recognition often relies on recognizing how individual 
words are related to other words. Neighborhood effects have been suggested to be the 
key to understanding the mechanism underlying lexical access (Andrews, 1992).  
The measure of orthographic neighborhood density1 was first proposed by 
Landauer and Streeter (1973). Coltheart, et al. (1977) defined it as the number of words 
 
 
1
 The effect of neighborhood density was originally called neighborhood size effect (Coltheart, Davelaar, 
Jonasson, & Besner, 1977). However, after 30 years of research, the terms neighborhood size and 
neighborhood density were used interchangeably. However, the effect of homophone density, which I 
examined in Chinese experiments, was never replaced by homophone size. For the purpose of coherence and 
readability, I use the term density, instead of size, in the present study. 
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that can be generated by replacing one letter from a target word in the same letter 
position. By this definition, gap, cup, and cat are all orthographic neighbors of the target 
word, cap. In their original work, Coltheart et al. (1977) found no difference in lexical 
decision between words with a higher orthographic neighborhood density vs. those with 
a lower orthographic neighborhood density. Perhaps due to this null finding, studies of 
the orthographic neighborhood density did not attract the attention of researchers until 
Andrews’s (1989) work. 
In a joint manipulation of word frequency and orthographic neighborhood density, 
Andrews (1989) found that words with high orthographic neighborhood density were 
responded to faster than those with low orthographic neighborhood density on both 
lexical decision and naming tasks. However, this facilitatory effect was found for low 
frequency words only. Since Coltheart et al. (1977) only controlled but did not 
manipulate word frequency, their failure to find an effect of orthographic neighborhood 
density might have been due to this reason. 
Grainger and Segui (1990) argued that Andrews’s (1989) stimuli did not control 
for bigram frequency. However, Andrews (1992) found that bigram frequency did not 
affect response time on either lexical decision or naming; even when bigram frequencies 
were carefully controlled, orthographic neighborhood density still showed a facilitative 
effect for low frequency words on both lexical decision and naming tasks. Andrews 
(1992) suggested that processing low frequency words is benefited by having many 
orthographic neighbors. 
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A facilitative effect of orthographic neighborhood density has not, however, been 
replicated. Grainger, O’Regen, Jacobs, and Segui (1989) found no significant difference 
on a lexical decision task between words with no orthographic neighbors and those with 
many. Instead, Grainger et al. (1989) reported an inhibitory orthographic neighborhood 
frequency effect: the decision time for a word with at least one orthographic neighbor 
carrying a higher frequency was slower than that for a word with no higher frequency 
orthographic neighbor. For example, the words knee and myth have a compatible 
frequency, however, knee is predicted to be recognized more slowly than myth because 
knee has a higher frequency neighbor, knew, but the neighbors of myth, i.e., math and 
moth, all carry relatively lower frequencies. The inhibitory nature of the orthographic 
neighborhood frequency effect suggests that orthographic neighbors can have negative 
influences on each other. This seriously challenges the facilitative account of the 
orthographic neighborhood density.  
Studies on orthographic neighborhood density or orthographic neighborhood 
frequency effects are important on a theoretical level as both kinds of effects provide a 
detailed test of different word recognition models. At this juncture I will briefly review 
the major word recognition models and then describe how studies of orthographic 
neighborhood density and orthographic neighborhood frequency effects matter in testing 
these models. 
Orthographic Neighborhood Effects and Word Recognition Models 
Orthographic neighborhood effects are of theoretical significance because they 
allow a test of competing claims of word recognition models. Generally, there are three 
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groups of word recognition models: serial models, interactive activation models, and 
parallel distributed processing (PDP) models. 
Serial Models. In a serial model, whether it is the search model of Forster (1976), 
or the activation-verification model of Paap, Newsome, McDonald, and Schvaneveldt 
(1982), word recognition involves a serial match process between sensory input and 
attributes of a set of candidates stored in the memory system. In serial models, an 
increase in the orthographic neighborhood density also means an increase of the search 
set. For this reason, serial models predict an inhibitory effect of orthographic 
neighborhood density. According to serial models, a word is verified by its relative 
position in a set of candidates. High frequency candidates will be matched earlier than 
low frequency candidates. Serial models, thus, also predict an inhibitory orthographic 
neighborhood frequency effect. A word with a higher frequency neighbor will be slower 
to verify than a word with a lower frequency neighbor because the target word has to 
wait for the higher frequency neighbor to be verified. 
Interactive Activation Models. Interactive activation (IA) models, such as the IA 
model of McClelland and Rumelhart (1981), the Dual Route Cascaded Model of 
Coltheart, Curtis, Atkins, and Haller (1993) and Coltheart, Rastle, Perry, Langdon, and 
Ziegler (2001), or the Bimodal Interactive Activation model by Grainger and Ferrand 
(1994) all assume that no serial verification mechanisms are needed. According to 
interactive models, sensory input activates a set of related representations in parallel. 
Among these representations, the first one whose activation level exceeds the 
identification threshold will be selected as the target word. The most important 
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assumption of the interactive activation model is intra-level lateral inhibition. Because 
of this lateral inhibition, orthographic neighbors are expected to interfere with each 
other. For this reason, interaction activation models predict an inhibitory orthographic 
neighborhood density effect because the higher the orthographic neighborhood density 
the more lateral inhibition a target word should receive.  The resting level activation of a 
representation is positively related to the frequency of a word. The higher the word 
frequency the higher the resting level activation would be. A word with a higher 
frequency orthographic neighbor also receives stronger lateral inhibition due to the 
higher resting level activation of its orthographic neighbor. For this reason, interactive 
activation models also predict an inhibitory orthographic neighborhood frequency effect. 
Parallel Distributed Processing Models. Different predictions are made by PDP 
models (e.g., Seidenberg & McClelland, 1989). Representations in orthographic, 
phonological, and semantic lexicons in PDP models are fully interconnected. No explicit 
lateral inhibition mechanisms or localized word representations are found in PDP 
models. Instead, words are said to be represented by a set of activation patterns. A word 
with many orthographic neighbors is benefited by the similar activation pattern of its 
similarly spelled neighbors. The related connections are strengthened by a set of 
orthographic neighbors through training sessions. Thus, PDP models predict a 
facilitatory orthographic neighborhood density effect. A similar mechanism is also 
invoked to explain the orthographic neighborhood frequency effect. In PDP models, high 
frequency words would have a more accurate activation pattern because of more training 
opportunity. A word with a higher frequency orthographic neighbor benefits by the 
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strengthened activation pattern of its neighbor. For this reason, PDP models also predict 
a facilitative orthographic neighborhood frequency effect. 
The differing predictions arising from the different word recognition models have 
generated fierce debate about the nature of orthographic neighborhood density and 
orthographic neighborhood frequency effects. The consensus from the first decade of 
studies on this issue seems to be that orthographic neighborhood density effect tends to 
show a facilitative effect and orthographic neighborhood frequency tends to show an 
inhibitory influence. However, newer studies, as well as studies involving phonological 
neighborhood effects in visual word recognition, have called this generalization into 
question. In the next section, I will discuss orthographic neighborhood effect findings 
that have emerged since the work of Andrew (1989) and Grainger et al. (1989). Then, I 
will discuss findings related to the phonological neighborhood density effect. 
The Debate About Orthographic Neighborhood Effects 
The facilitative orthographic neighborhood density effect found by Andrews (1989, 
1992) seriously challenges the serial model and the interactive activation model of word 
recognition. Both models predict inhibitory, instead of facilitative, orthographic 
neighborhood density effects. However, Grainger et al.’s (1989) study suggested an 
inhibitory orthographic neighborhood frequency effect while no orthographic 
neighborhood density effect was found. In contrast to Andrew’s (1989, 1992) work, 
Grainger et al.’s (1989) work is consistent with the serial model and the interactive 
activation model. These contradictory results have led to a series of studies examining 
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the direction of both the orthographic neighborhood density and orthographic frequency 
effects. 
To reconcile Andrews’s (1989, 1992) and Grainger et al.’s (1989) studies, Sears, 
Hino, and Lupker (1995) systematically examined the influence of orthographic 
neighborhood density and orthographic neighborhood frequency. Orthographic 
neighborhood density and orthographic neighborhood frequency tend to covary in that 
words with higher orthographic neighborhood density also tend to have higher frequency 
orthographic neighbors. In both the lexical decision and naming task, Sears et al. (1995) 
found that orthographic neighborhood density clearly showed facilitative effects for low 
frequency words. However, orthographic neighborhood frequency only revealed a slight 
facilitative effect in naming but not in lexical decision. The results of Sears et al. (1995) 
support PDP models but do not favor serial models or interactive activation models. 
Similar results were also obtained by Forster and Shen (1996). Instead of selecting two 
groups of words with higher and lower orthographic neighborhood density, Forster and 
Shen systematically selected words ranging from zero to 5 neighbors, and noted a trend 
for a facilitative effect for orthographic neighborhood density in the lexical decision 
task. When also manipulating orthographic neighborhood frequency, Forster and Shen 
(1996) still obtained a facilitative orthographic neighborhood density effect but no clear 
inhibitory orthographic neighborhood frequency was found.  
All of the studies discussed so far that have found a facilitative orthographic 
neighborhood density effect were conducted in English. Grainger et al.’s (1989) study, 
which did not find such an effect, was conducted in French. It is possible that the 
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difference in input language may have contributed to the different findings obtained. 
Grainger and Jacobs (1996) tested the orthographic neighborhood frequency effect in 
French lexical decision and generally found no orthographic neighborhood density 
effects. When manipulating orthographic neighborhood frequency in the same 
experiment, Grainger and Jacobs (1996) obtained a facilitative orthographic 
neighborhood density effect for words with higher frequency neighbors only. A similar 
result was obtained by Carreiras, Perea, and Grainger’s (1997) study with Spanish. 
Although no orthographic neighborhood density effect was found in a Spanish lexical 
decision task, a facilitative orthographic neighborhood density effect was obtained for 
Spanish words with higher frequency neighbors.  
Language properties may influence the particular nature of the orthographic 
neighborhood density effect. Andrews (1997) suggested that body/rime structure might 
be responsible for the different results found in different language. In one-syllable 
words, body structure is defined by combining the onset plus the vowel, whereas the 
rime structure is defined by combining the vowel and the coda. For example, the body 
structure of the word fine is the letter cluster ine, whereas the rime is its phonology. 
French and Spanish words are more consistent in orthography to phonology mapping 
compared to English. For this reason, it is not necessary to develop orthography to 
phonology mapping units in these languages higher than the grapheme to phoneme level. 
By contrast, body structure may be especially important in reading English (Treiman, 
Mullennix, Bijeljac-Babic, & Richmond-Welty, 1995). Andrews (1997), in fact, argued 
that body structures developed from the inconsistency of orthography to phonology 
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mapping in English might be responsible for the facilitative orthographic neighborhood 
density effect observed. Because body structure is less important in French and Spanish, 
studies with these languages tend to find either a null or a slight facilitative effect for 
orthographic neighborhood density. Based on replicable findings in English studies, 
Andrews (1997) concluded that the effect of orthographic neighborhood density is 
facilitative, instead of inhibitory, at least for low frequency words. 
Although earlier work by Sears et al. (1995) and Forster and Shen (1996) failed to 
obtain clear orthographic neighborhood frequency effects, the story is more consistent in 
more recent work. When controlling for orthographic neighborhood density, word 
frequency, and orthographic neighborhood frequency, Huntsman and Lima (1996) found 
that words with higher frequency neighbors were responded to slower than those with 
fewer higher frequency neighbors in the lexical decision task. When orthographic 
neighborhood density and word frequency were controlled, Perea and Pollatsek (1998) 
obtained slower lexical decision for English words with at least one higher frequency 
neighbor compared to those without. When tested in a sentence context with the eye-
tracker, more regressions and longer fixation time were found for words with at least one 
higher frequency neighbor. The same result was also obtained in another eye-tracking 
study with English words (Pollatsek, Perea, & Binder, 1999).  
Why did Perea and Pollatsek (1998) find an inhibitory orthographic neighborhood 
frequency effect while Sears et al. (1995) and Forster and Shen (1996) did not? Perea 
and Rosa (2000) argued that the success of Perea and Pollatsek (1998) in obtaining an 
inhibitory orthographic neighborhood frequency effect was that they chose stimuli with 
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higher frequency neighbors differing in a middle letter from the target words. This 
strategy increased the ambiguity among target words and their neighbors and thus 
increased the inhibitory effect of orthographic neighborhood frequency. However, Sears, 
Campbell, and Lupker (2006) argued that the stimuli selected by Perea and Pollatsek 
(1998) are very infrequently encountered. Applying a new set of stimuli, Sears et al. 
(2006) did not obtain any orthographic neighborhood frequency effect in either a lexical 
decision task or in eye tracking.  
In other languages, inhibitory orthographic neighborhood frequency effects have 
repeatedly been obtained. Grainger and Segui (1990) found that French words with at 
least one higher frequency neighbor were responded to slower than those without such a 
neighbor in the lexical decision task; the inhibitory orthographic neighborhood 
frequency effect was obtained for both low and high frequency words. After bigram 
frequencies were controlled, Grainger (1990) obtained the same results in Dutch as were 
reported by Grainger and Segui (1990) for French. Inhibitory orthographic neighborhood 
frequency effects were also obtained in the Spanish lexical decision task (Carreiras et al., 
1997). However, the effect of orthographic neighborhood frequency was found to be 
facilitatory in the naming task of Grainger’s (1990) study. Similar naming results were 
also found in Sears et al.’s (1995) study with English. Grainger (1990) argued that the 
facilitatory orthographic neighborhood frequency effect found in naming was due to the 
compensation from the connection of orthographic and phonological systems. Because 
naming requires information from the phonological system, phonological assembly 
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processes may override the inhibitory orthographic neighborhood frequency effect in the 
orthographic system. 
Studies using a priming paradigm in which a target word is preceded by an 
orthographic similar prime word further strengthen the findings of inhibitory 
orthographic neighborhood frequency effects. When a prime word was presented for 60 
ms, the lexical decision of a French target word was interfered with by a prime which 
was a higher frequency neighbor to the target compared to that in which the prime word 
was unrelated to the target word (Segui & Grainger, 1990). Similar results were obtained 
by Grainger, O’Regan, Jacobs, and Segui (1992) also for French. Grainger et al. (1992) 
found that higher frequency neighbor primes slowed down lexical decision compared to 
unrelated primes especially when the prime and the target differed in the fourth position 
letter. 
In summary, orthographic neighborhood density appears to show a facilitative 
effect for English but a null effect or a slightly facilitative effect for French and Spanish 
words. However, clear inhibitory orthographic neighborhood frequency effects have 
been found in French, Dutch, and Spanish but no clear evidence has been found for 
English. Whereas facilitative orthographic neighborhood density effects support PDP 
models, inhibitory orthographic neighborhood frequency effects support interactive 
activation models. It looks like studies with English favor PDP models but French and 
Spanish studies support interactive activation models. 
Serial models are ruled out because of the finding that the frequency effect remains 
after controlling the number of higher frequency neighbors. In serial models, a target is 
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verified within a set of similar candidates (i.e., orthographic neighbors). Because a high 
frequency neighbor will be verified earlier than the target, the verification of the target 
will be postponed. However, if the number of higher frequency neighbors is the same, no 
response difference should be obtained for high and low frequency words. This is 
because the verification sequence for these two words, i.e., high and low frequency 
words with the same number of higher frequency neighbors, is the same. However, 
Grainger and Segui (1990) still obtained a frequency effect for these two kinds of stimuli 
in a lexical decision task. Interactive activation models can explain this frequency effect 
because the resting level activation of a word representation is positive related to the 
word frequency. For this reason, even when the number of higher frequency neighbors is 
controlled, the higher resting level activation of the high frequency words makes it faster 
than that for low frequency words in lexical decision task. 
In English, how can one reconcile the contradictory findings of a facilitative 
orthographic neighborhood density effect but an inhibitory or null orthographic 
neighborhood frequency effect? Andrews (1997) suggested that the inhibitory effect of 
lateral connections in the interactive activation models could be compensated for by the 
facilitative bi-directional connections between word representations and their sublexical 
representations. Larger orthographic neighborhood density provides stronger excitatory 
interconnections between word and letter representations. For example, before the input 
cap can be recognized, its letter representations c, a, and p also activate its orthographic 
neighbors gap, cup, and cat. Local representations of these neighbors gap, cup, and cat, 
in turn, will send feedback to and strengthen their letter representations including c, a, p, 
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which are also letter representations of the input cap. The strengthened representations 
of c, a, p will in turn send stronger feedback forward to the word representation cap. 
Before cap is finally recognized, cycles of feedback and feedforward will keep going 
and will be strengthened between word and sublexical levels. The more neighbors a 
word has, the more word and sublexical representations will participate in the facilitative 
cycles. More importantly, the increasing of the activation is in a manner similar to 
geometric progression. For example, if the word representation cap sends 3 units of 
activation to each of its 3 letter representations in the first cycle, its neighbors should 
deliver 2 units of activation as well due to their sharing of 2 letter units. Each letter 
representations, in total, will receive 7 units of feedback from word representations, with 
3 units from the target word cap and 2 units from 2 overlapped neighbors (e.g., c 
representation will receive 3 units from cap, 2 units from cup and cat, but 0 unit from 
gap). These letter representations will send 21 units of feedback to the word 
representation cap, with 7 units of activation from each of its letter representations, c, a, 
and p. In this manner, the word representation cap will continue receiving 147 units of 
activation in the second cycle, and so on and so forth. Compared to words with few 
neighbors, words with many neighbors benefit from this kind of accumulation via bi-
directional connections between word and sublexical levels. The procedures discussed 
here that increase activation exponentially after cycles will henceforth be called 
activation enhancement.  
On the other hand, Andrews (1997) also suggested that PDP models can explain 
the inhibitory orthographic neighborhood frequency effect by competition from stronger 
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and similar activation pattern generated by higher frequency neighbors. Grainger and 
Jacobs (1996) also claimed that their bimodal interactive activation model could account 
for the facilitative orthographic neighborhood density effect by adding a mechanism that 
is sensitive to overall lexical activity: the larger the orthographic neighborhood density 
the higher the overall lexical activity. 
The emergence of the phonological neighborhood density effect in visual word 
recognition provides yet another explanation. In the next section, I will discuss studies of 
the phonological neighborhood density effect. 
Phonological Neighborhood Density Effect 
The phonological neighborhood density effect is not new in auditory word 
recognition but was not systematically studied until the work of Yates et al. (2004). 
Similar to the definition of orthographic neighborhood density, phonological 
neighborhood density is defined by the number of words that can be generated by 
replacing one phoneme in the same position of the phoneme structure (Yates, 2005). 
After controlling word frequency, orthographic neighborhood density, average 
frequency of orthographic neighbors, and average frequency of phonological neighbors, 
Yates et al. (2004) obtained a clear phonological neighborhood density effect on the 
lexical decision task. More importantly, the effect was facilitative, just like the 
orthographic neighborhood density effect observed by Andrews (1997). With another set 
of stimuli, Yates (2005) again obtained a facilitative phonological neighborhood density 
effect on lexical decision, naming, and semantic categorization tasks. 
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A similar mechanism should presumably work for both orthographic and 
phonological lexicons. Interactive activation models suggest lateral inhibitory 
connections also work for a set of phonological neighbors. The facilitation found for 
phonological neighborhood density is contributed by excitatory interconnections 
between whole word phonology representations and sublexical phoneme representations. 
The bimodal interactive activation model would suggest that a mechanism that is 
sensitive to the overall activation level is what is responsible for the facilitative 
phonological neighborhood density effect.  
In many alphabetic scripts, such as English, orthographic neighbors also tend to be 
phonological neighbors. This fact makes it difficult to determine the nature of visual vs. 
phonological neighborhood influences in word recognition for such languages. Yates et 
al. (2004) suggested, for example, that the earlier finding of a facilitative orthographic 
neighborhood density effect might be the result of a confounding from a facilitative 
phonological neighborhood density. To examine this possibility more closely, I 
calculated the phonological neighborhood density for stimuli used in previous studies 
that found facilitative orthographic neighborhood density effects. As shown in Table 1, 
across stimuli with high and low orthographic neighborhood density there was a 
significant difference not only in orthographic neighborhood density but also in 
phonological neighborhood density, with the exception of the stimuli used in Andrews’s 
(1992) study.  
For studies that did not separate their stimuli into distinct groups based on 
orthographic neighborhood density, I calculated the correlation between orthographic  
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neighborhood density and phonological neighborhood density. The results of the 
analyses, as shown in Table 2, suggest that an increase in orthographic neighborhood 
density is accompanied by an increase in phonological neighborhood density. Since 
Yates et al.’s (2004) and Yates’s (2005) studies controlled the orthographic 
neighborhood density of their stimuli, the facilitative phonological neighborhood density 
effect cannot be attributed to a confound of orthographic neighborhood density. 
Conversely, because previous studies on orthographic neighborhood density have not 
controlled phonological neighborhood density of their stimuli, we do not know if 
orthographic neighborhood density would still reveal a facilitative effect once 
phonological neighborhood density is controlled.  
A recent study by Mulatti, Reynolds, and Besner (2006) that did control 
phonological neighborhood density has challenged the facilitative effect of orthographic 
neighborhood density. Using a naming task, Mulatti et al. (2006) found that no 
orthographic neighborhood density effects were obtained when controlling phonological 
neighborhood density, whereas a facilitative effect of phonological neighborhood 
density was still found after controlling orthographic neighborhood density. This study 
calls into question the facilitative orthographic neighborhood density effect found for 
previous studies that did not control phonological neighborhood density. However, it 
could be argued that the task used by Mulatti et al. (2006) is a phonologically-
demanding task and thus not an appropriate tool for examining orthographic 
neighborhood density effects. It is still an open question whether a similar result would 
be obtained when using a lexical decision task. 
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Cross-Code Consistency Account 
Another challenge to the claim of facilitative effects of orthographic and 
phonological neighborhood density comes from the cross-code consistency view. Cross-
code consistency refers to the degree of consistency in mapping between orthographic 
and phonological representations (Grainger, Muneaux, Farioli, & Ziegler, 2005). To 
examine the relationship between orthographic neighborhood density and phonological 
neighborhood density in visual word recognition, Grainger et al. (2005) first 
systematically manipulated both the orthographic neighborhood density and the 
phonological neighborhood density. In a lexical decision task with French, Grainger et 
al. (2005) found that the effect of phonological neighborhood density was facilitative for 
words with high orthographic neighborhood density but was inhibitory for words with 
low orthographic neighborhood density. That is, words with high orthographic and 
phonological neighborhood density or words with low orthographic and phonological 
neighborhood density were responded to faster compared to words that were high in one 
type of neighborhood density but low in the other.  
No previous models can clearly explain what was found by Grainger et al. (2005). 
In the interactive activation model, an explanation based on excitatory connections 
between word and letter representations or one based on adding a mechanism that is 
sensitive to overall lexical activation both predict an additive effect of orthographic 
neighborhood density and phonological neighborhood density. That is, words with both 
high orthographic neighborhood density and phonological neighborhood density achieve 
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the highest activation and words with low orthographic and phonological neighborhood 
density achieve the lowest activation. 
To explain the interaction found for orthographic neighborhood density and 
phonological neighborhood density, Grainger et al. (2005) added one more mechanism 
to their bimodal interactive activation model. They proposed a central interface for 
orthography-to-phonology and phonology-to-orthography conversion, which bi-
directionally interacts with the orthographic whole word system, the orthographic 
sublexical input system, the phonological whole word system, and the phonological 
sublexical input system. 
With this updated bimodal interactive activation model, words with high 
orthographic and high phonological neighborhood density and words with low 
orthographic and low phonological neighborhood density tend to have more consistent 
orthographic to phonological representations compared to words that are high in one 
type of neighborhood density but low in the other. The higher the cross-code consistency 
the faster the response time would be. With this explanation, when words have a large 
orthographic neighborhood density, the greater the phonological neighborhood density 
the word carries, the more consistent the cross-code mapping and the faster the response. 
This results in a facilitative phonological neighborhood density effect. Conversely, when 
words have a low orthographic neighborhood density, the higher the phonological 
neighborhood density a word carries, the less consistent the cross-code mapping and thus 
the slower the response. This results in an inhibitory phonological neighborhood density 
effect. 
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Cross-code consistency can also explain the facilitative effect of phonological 
neighborhood density found by Yates et al. (2004) and Yates (2005). In these two 
studies, the orthographic neighborhood density which is controlled for in the stimuli 
tested fits into the higher level of Grainger et al.’s (2005) study. Because increasing the 
phonological neighborhood density also increases the cross-code consistency, a 
facilitative phonological neighborhood density effect is predicted and this is what was 
found in Yates et al. (2004) and Yates (2005).  
The Neural Basis of Neighborhood Density Effects 
Recent progress in techniques of brain imaging and recording brain activities has 
made it possible for researchers to examine the neural correlates of how neighborhood 
density modulates visual word recognition. In an electrophysiological study, Holcomb, 
Grainger, and O’Rourke (2002) recorded event-related brain potentials (ERPs) while 
subjects made lexical decision judgments. Holcomb et al. found that words with higher 
orthographic neighborhood density generated larger N400s than those with lower 
orthographic neighborhood density. The facilitative effect of orthographic neighborhood 
density in ERPs fits with behavioral observations that words with high orthographic 
neighborhood density tend to be responded to faster than those with low orthographic 
neighborhood density. 
Whereas orthographic neighborhood density effects have mainly been studied 
using ERPs, phonological neighborhood density has been mainly studied using 
magnetoencephalography (MEG). MEG measures the magnetic fields induced by nerve 
cells. Within different components, the M350 response component is suggested to be 
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sensitive to phonological neighborhood density (Pylkkänen & Marantz, 2003; 
Pylkkänen, Stringfellow, & Marantz, 2002). Pylkkänen et al. (2002) found that words 
with high phonological neighborhood density decreased M350 latencies compared to the 
latencies of words with low phonological neighborhood density. This facilitative effect 
of phonological neighborhood density in M350 fits with behavioral observations that 
words with high phonological neighborhood density tend to be responded to faster than 
those with low phonological neighborhood density. However, Pylkkänen et al.’s (2002) 
finding was not replicated in a subsequent study by Stockall, Stringfellow, and 
Marantz’s (2004), in which a null effect of phonological neighborhood density was 
obtained.  
In the same line with the ERPs and MEG studies, neighborhood density should be 
expected to show a facilitative effect when using hemodynamic measures. However, an 
fMRI study conducted by Binder et al. (2003) found the opposite. On a lexical decision 
task, stronger activation in the left angular gyrus, the dorsal prefrontal cortex, and the 
middle temporal cortex was found for words with no orthographic neighbors compared 
to those with many orthographic neighbors. The Binder et al.’s (2003) finding 
contradicts previous behavioral data discussed in the earlier sections, as well as the ERP 
and MEG findings. However, Binder et al. (2003) also obtained a slightly inhibitory 
orthographic neighborhood density effect in their behavioral data measured during 
hemodynamic recoding in their participants, although a facilitative orthographic 
neighborhood density effect was obtained where the participant who separately tested 
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behaviorally. It is possible that the imaging setting biased participants’ responses and 
made them deviant from the situation in normal reading. 
The Present Study 
Recent studies on phonological neighborhood density and cross-code consistency 
challenge traditional findings of a facilitative orthographic neighborhood density effect. 
Nevertheless, an important caveat has to be addressed. As can be seen from Table 1 and 
Table 2, there is a high positive correlation between orthographic neighborhood density 
and phonological neighborhood density in stimuli used in previous studies. Based on the 
cross-code account suggested by Grainger et al. (2005), stimuli with a high orthographic 
and phonological neighborhood density and those with a low orthographic and 
phonological neighborhood density should both be considered as exhibiting high cross-
code consistency. The prediction, thus, is that no orthographic neighborhood density 
effect should be found. Unfortunately, facilitative effects of orthographic neighborhood 
density are repeatedly found. 
However, the facilitative effects of orthographic neighborhood density have been 
found predominantly for English. For more transparent scripts, such as French and 
Spanish, the effect of orthographic neighborhood density tends to be null or only slightly 
facilitative. Since Grainger et al.’s (2005) results were based on French stimuli, the null 
effect of orthographic neighborhood density predicted by the cross-code consistency 
account is supported.  Following this rationale, I suspect that the Grainger et al.’s (2005) 
findings, which strongly support the cross-code consistency account, would not be found 
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in English.  The underlying organization and operation may not be the same across 
different types of writing systems.  
The motivation for research on effects of orthographic neighborhood density, 
phonological neighborhood density, and cross-code consistency is to examine the 
predictions generated from different visual word recognition models. However, due to 
the inconsistency of study results, it is very difficult to evaluate which model is better 
fitted to the data obtained. The goal of the present study is to understand the nature of 
the connections between orthographic and phonological lexicons in studying 
orthographic neighborhood density and the phonological neighborhood density 
concurrently. Only if we can obtain a clearer result for both orthographic neighborhood 
density and phonological neighborhood density effects can we have the confidence to 
evaluate the different visual recognition models. For my dissertation, a total of 8 
experiments were conducted, as summarized in Table 3. These included 6 behavioral 
and 2 brain hemodynamic experiments. 
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OVERVIEW AND RATIONALE UNDERLYING THE PRESENT EXPERIMENTS 
Behavioral Experiments in English 
The first set of experiments sought to clarify the nature of orthographic and 
phonological neighborhood density effects in English using standard behavioral 
measures such as lexical decision. To fully test the cross-code consistency account in 
English, a design that mimics Grainger et al.’s (2005) study was conducted. Experiment 
1 systematically manipulated both orthographic neighborhood density and phonological 
neighborhood density in a 2 (orthographic neighborhood density: high vs. low) by 2 
(phonological neighborhood density: high vs. low) within-subjects factorial. Experiment 
1 also tested the reliability of the orthographic neighborhood density effect. If the effect 
of orthographic neighborhood density is independent of phonological neighborhood 
density Experiment 1 should obtain a clear orthographic neighborhood density effect, in 
addition to a phonological neighborhood density effect. 
Experiment 2 sought to improve on the design of Mulatti et al. (2006). Whereas 
Mulatti et al. had obtained a null effect of orthographic neighborhood density using a 
naming task, Experiment 2 examined the orthographic neighborhood density effect using 
a lexical decision task, which is considered a more appropriate task than naming to study 
orthographic effects. A second problematic aspect of the Mulatti et al.’s (2006) study 
was the way phonological neighborhood density was controlled. The average 
phonological neighborhood density for stimuli used in Mulatti et al.’s (2006) study was 
6.47 and 6.63 for low and high orthographic neighborhood density words respectively. 
Based on PDP and the mechanism of overall lexical activity in Grainger and Jacobs’s 
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(1996) bimodal interactive activation model, phonological neighbors of the target word 
would still lead to a increase in global activation in the orthographic lexicon through 
interconnections between orthographic and phonological lexicons.  
Another problem for Mulatti et al.’s (2006) study is that orthographic neighbors 
also tend to be phonological neighbors. As such, four sources of facilitative bi-
directional connections could create activation enhancement to the target word: 1) 
connections between word and sublexical levels in the orthographic lexicon; 2) 
connections between word and sublexical levels in the phonological lexicon; 3) 
connections between word levels of orthographic and phonological lexicons; and 4) 
connections between sublexical levels of orthographic and phonological lexicons. As an 
example, the word scrap has 2 orthographic neighbors, strap and scram, and 4 
phonological neighbors, strap, scram, scrape, and scratch. The word proof has no 
orthographic neighbors but has 4 phonological neighbors, prof, prude, prune, and prove. 
The influences in the phonological lexicon can be assumed to be equivalent for scrap 
and proof due to the same number of phonological neighbors. How about activation in 
the orthographic lexicon? Based on the same procedure I described earlier, if one 
supposes that the word representation scrap sends 5 units of activation to each of its 5 
letter representations in the first cycle, its two neighbors, strap and scram, should deliver 
4 units of activation as well due to their sharing of 4 letter units. Each letter 
representation, in total, will receive 13 units of feedback from word representations, with 
5 units from the target word scrap and 4 units from overlapping neighbors. These letter 
representations will send 57 units of feedback to the word representation scrap, with 13 
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units of activation from letter representations, s, r, and a, and 9 units of activation from 
letter representations, c and p. In this manner, the word representation cap will continue 
receiving 669 units of activation in the second cycle, and so on and so forth. As to the 
word representation for proof, its letter representations will only send 25 and 125 units 
of feedback in the first and the second cycles.  
However, it is incorrect to assume that controlling phonological neighborhood 
density also controls the influences from the phonological lexicon. In the case of scrap, 
the activation enhancement in phonological lexicon can affect enhancement processes in 
the orthographic lexicon through inter-connections of scrap and its two dual role 
neighbors, strap and scram. Because strap and scram are both orthographic and 
phonological neighbors of scrap, their facilitative bi-directional connections between 
their word representations in the orthographic and phonological lexicons can work just 
like the activation enhancement between word and sublexical levels in orthographic 
lexicon. Similar activation enhancement can also happen between letter representations 
between orthographic and phonological lexicons for these dual role neighbors. The word 
proof cannot benefit additionally from sources like this because it has no orthographic 
neighbors.  
To understand more clearly the nature of orthographic neighborhood density 
without the influence of phonological neighborhood density, the best way would be to 
investigate words without any phonological neighbors. In this way, one could  
significantly reduce the activation enhancement through connections between word 
representations of orthographic and phonological lexicons. In Experiment 2, I 
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reexamined the orthographic neighborhood density effect with words that had very low 
phonological neighborhood density. Although the ideal design would be one that reduces 
the phonological neighborhood density to zero, few English words have zero 
phonological neighbors. By reducing and controlling the number of phonological 
neighbors, the influence from the phonological lexicon can be reduced and a clearer 
orthographic neighborhood density effect can be examined.  
Studies have suggested that the orthographic neighborhood density effect tends to 
be present only in low frequency words (Andrews, 1992). Mulatti et al.’s (2006) failure 
to obtain an orthographic neighborhood density effect may also be due to the fact that 
the stimuli in their study had high frequencies (mean > 100). In Experiment 2, I selected 
stimuli with low frequency to see if an orthographic neighborhood density effect can be 
obtained. 
Using the same rationale, to understand the nature of the phonological 
neighborhood density without any influence from orthographic neighborhood density, 
the best way would be to investigate words without any orthographic neighbors. 
Although the studies of Yates et al. (2004), Yates (2005), and Mulatti et al. (2006) all 
controlled orthographic neighborhood density, orthographic neighbors of target words in 
these studies should still increase the global activation in the phonological lexicon 
through interconnections between orthographic and phonological lexicons. 
In Experiment 3, I examined the phonological neighborhood density effect for 
words without any orthographic neighbors. Unlike the case with phonological 
neighborhood density, words with zero orthographic neighborhood density do exist in 
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English. For example, the word urge has no orthographic neighbors but has many 
phonological neighbors, such as edge, age, earl, earn, and earth. By reducing the 
number of orthographic neighbors to zero, phonological neighborhood density can be 
examined without any influence of orthographic density. 
PDP models predict facilitative effects of orthographic and phonological 
neighborhood density in Experiments 2 and 3. An additive effect of facilitative 
orthographic neighborhood density and phonological neighborhood density is also 
predicted in Exp.1. For traditional IA models, inhibitory effects of orthographic and 
phonological neighborhood density are predicted in Exp.2 and Exp.3. An additive effect 
of inhibitory orthographic neighborhood density and phonological neighborhood density 
is also predicted in Exp.1. The BIA model with mechanisms sensitive to global lexical 
activation and cross-code consistency (Grainger and Jacobs, 1996; Grainger et al., 2005) 
predicts facilitative effects of orthographic and phonological neighborhood density in 
Exp.2 and Exp.3. More importantly, an interaction of orthographic neighborhood density 
and phonological neighborhood density that is similar to the results of Grainger et al. 
(2005) is predicted in Exp.1. As to the suggestion by Andrews (1997) of compensation 
through facilitative bi-directional connections, an additive effect of facilitative 
orthographic neighborhood density and phonological neighborhood density is also 
predicted in Exp.1. However, reduced or even inhibitory effects of orthographic and 
phonological neighborhood density in Exp.2 and Exp.3 are expected. 
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Behavioral Experiments in Chinese  
The next set of experiments sought to clarify the relative contribution of 
orthographic and phonological influences on neighborhood density effects by testing 
native readers of Chinese. Although one can find words in English that are high in 
orthographic neighborhood density but low in phonological neighborhood density, in 
many cases this is not possible. For example, the word urge, which has many 
phonological neighbors such as edge, age, earl, earn, and earth, has no orthographic 
neighbors, following the standard definition of orthographic and phonological neighbors, 
where the target words and its neighbors still share a large portion of letters and 
phonemes. This fact makes it difficult to tease apart the specific contribution of visual 
vs. phonological neighborhood influence in word recognition in English.  
By contrast, in other languages, such as Chinese, one can easily find a group of 
orthographic neighbors without any phonological relationship and a group of 
phonologically related words without any visual similarity. For this reason, a comparison 
between English and Chinese provides a good opportunity to examine how the 
orthography-phonology correspondence of a writing system influences the organization 
within and between orthographic and phonological lexicons. One difference to note 
between English and Chinese is that because there are no units in Chinese characters that 
correspond to phonemes, there are strictly speaking no phonological neighbors in the 
same sense as one talks of them in alphabetic languages. Instead, only whole word 
phonology can be calculated in Chinese. Fortunately, Chinese has many homophones.  
For this reason, homophone density was used as a proxy for phonological neighborhood 
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density in the Chinese studies. Another important difference is in the definition of 
orthographic neighbors across the two languages. Since there are no sublexical structures 
corresponding to letters in Chinese, another orthographic structure, i.e., radicals, was 
used in the present experiments as a way of manipulating orthographic neighbors. 
Chinese orthographic neighbors were thus defined in terms of characters that share all 
but one radical.  
For characters with a frequency higher than one count in the database of Wu and 
Liu (1988), 93% of Chinese characters are clearly combined by one semantic radical and 
one phonetic radical. Feldman and Siok (1999) found a facilitative semantic radical 
neighborhood density effect in a primed Chinese lexical decision task, however, it is 
difficult to know if this facilitative effect is due to orthographic or semantic overlap. For 
Chinese characters, semantic radicals tend to have fewer strokes than phonetic radicals.  
Based on my calculation of characters with a frequency higher than one count in Wu and 
Liu’s (1988) database, 4585 Chinese characters are combined by 326 semantic radicals 
with an average of 18 orthographic neighbors and 1186 phonetic radicals with an 
average of 7 orthographic neighbors. Because the present study focused on the 
organization and operation within and between orthographic and phonological lexicons, 
I manipulated orthographic neighborhood density effect for phonetic radicals but held 
that for semantic radicals constant. Thus, for the purposes of the present research, when 
referring to Chinese orthographic neighborhood density what I mean is density based on 
an overlap in phonetic radicals (not semantic radicals).  
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Two advantages for studying Chinese should be pointed out. First, Chinese 
orthographic neighbors studied in the present study only share one sublexical unit, the 
phonetic radical, unlike English orthographic neighbors, which share many letters, 
Chinese orthographic neighbors thus have a subjectively reduced effect of facilitative bi-
directional connections between word and sublexical levels within the orthographic 
lexicon. Second, since no sublexical units like phonemes in English are represented in 
the Chinese phonological lexicon, forces from facilitative bi-directional connections 
between word and sublexical levels within the phonological lexicon can be ruled out 
completely for Chinese. These advantages makes Chinese a valuable tool to examine the 
design of intra-level lateral inhibition in IA models. 
To test the cross-code consistency account in Chinese, a design that resembles that 
of Grainger et al.’s (2005) study was also examined. In Experiment 4, a systematic 
manipulation of orthographic neighborhood density and homophone density was 
conducted using a 2 (orthographic neighborhood density: high vs. low) by 2 (homophone 
density: high vs. low) within-subjects factorial. Experiment 4 is especially important for 
testing the cross-code account suggested by Grainger et al. (2005). 
In Experiment 5, I examined the orthographic neighborhood density effect with 
Chinese characters without any homophone mates. By reducing the number of 
homophone mates to zero, a clearer orthographic neighborhood density effect in Chinese 
can be examined. In Experiment 6, I examined the homophone density effect for Chinese 
characters without any orthographic neighbors. By reducing the number of orthographic 
neighbors to zero, a clearer homophone density effect can be examined.  
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One advantage of studying the homophone density effect in Chinese is that 
homophone mates can be selected without any contamination from visual similarity of  
the homophones, thereby avoiding any interconnections between homophone mates 
within the orthographic lexicon. Further, because no phoneme units are represented for 
Chinese orthography, homophone mates share only a single whole word phonological 
representation in the phonological lexicon. Since no visual similarity and no sublexical 
phonemic units can be found in Chinese orthography, any density effect found must 
therefore occur at the whole word level. For this reason, Experiment 6 is especially 
important in testing the overall lexical activation account of a facilitative neighborhood 
density effect (Grainger & Jacobs, 1996). The explanation of facilitative bidirectional 
connections between word representations and their sublexical representations may not 
work here (Andrews, 1997). Ziegler, Tan, Perry, & Montant (2000) reported facilitative 
homophone density effects in Chinese lexical decision and naming which supports the 
overall lexical activation account. However, Zhou and Marslen-Wilson (1999) did not 
obtain a clear homophone density effect in Chinese naming. Nevertheless, Zhou and 
Marslen-Wilson’s (1999) and Ziegler et al.’s (2000) studies did not control orthographic 
neighborhood density or orthographic neighborhood frequency. Even more, homophone 
density manipulated in Ziegler et al. (2000) covaried with phonological frequency. We, 
thus, do not know if the facilitative homophone density effect can still be found for our 
Experiment 6 which excluded any stimuli with any orthographic neighbors. The better  
manipulation in the present research will provide a clearer test of the nature of a 
homophone density effect in Chinese. 
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PDP models predict facilitative effects of both orthographic neighborhood and 
homophone density in Exp. 5 and Exp. 6. An additive effect of facilitative orthographic 
neighborhood density and homophone density is also predicted in Exp. 4.  
For traditional IA models, an inhibitory effect of orthographic neighborhood 
density is predicted in Exp.5 due to intra-level lateral inhibition. However, a null effect 
of homophone density is expected in Exp.6 because stimuli selected shared only one 
phonology representation and no connections within the orthographic lexicon. An 
inhibitory orthographic neighborhood density and a null homophone density are thus 
also predicted in Exp.4.  
The BIA model with mechanisms sensitive to global lexical activation and cross-
code consistency (Grainger & Jacobs, 1996; Grainger et al., 2005) predicts facilitative 
effects of orthographic neighborhood and homophone density in Exp.5 and Exp.6. More 
importantly, an interaction of orthographic neighborhood density and homophone 
density that is similar to the results of Grainger et al. (2005) is predicted in Exp.4.  
As to the suggestion of a compensation through facilitative bi-directional 
connections by Andrews (1997), a reduced or even inhibitory effect of orthographic 
neighborhood density in Exp.5 is expected. A null effect of homophone density should 
be obtained in Exp.6 for two reasons: 1) no sublexical units like phonemes are 
represented in the Chinese phonological lexicon and thus the forces from facilitative bi-
directional connections between word and sublexical representations in phonological 
lexicon like in English can be reduced to zero; 2) the stimuli in Exp.6 were selected 
purposely so that they have no orthographic neighbors and thus no connections between 
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homophones at either lexical or sublexical levels within orthographic lexicon should be 
found. This should also reduce the forces from facilitative bi-directional connections 
between word and sublexical representations in the orthographic lexicon like in English 
to zero. For the same reason, an inhibitory orthographic neighborhood density effect 
with a null effect of homophone density was expected in Exp.4. 
NIRS Experiments 
The remaining experiments explored neural correlates of neighborhood density 
effects using the hemodynamic measure of near infrared spectroscopy (NIRS). Because 
research on neighborhood density effects is comparatively new, very few neural imaging 
studies have specifically examined this variable. However, hemodynamic changes in the 
brain can potentially provide further evidence supporting a facilitative or inhibitory 
account for the neighborhood density effect.  
Electrophysiological recording methods like EEG or ERP provide good temporal 
resolution but are poor in spatial resolution, whereas hemodynamic measures like fMRI 
support detailed spatial resolution but are more limited in their temporal resolution. 
However, the NIRS technique, an optical imaging method, provides both good temporal 
resolution (in the millisecond scale) and reasonable spatial resolution (see Strangman, 
Boas, & Sutton, 2002, for discussion). NIRS measures the changes in the concentration 
of oxy-hemoglobin and deoxy-hemoglobin in the brain regions of interest by shining 
near-infrared light (650-950nm) into the scalp and applying its absorbing and scattering 
characteristics. Based on NIRS measures, the amplitudes and latencies of the blood flow 
change can be analyzed. 
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In the present study, two exploratory NIRS experiments are conducted to test 
neighborhood density effects in English and Chinese. Two wavelengths, 690nm and 
830nm, were selected for testing; the former is more sensitive to the deoxy-hemoglobin 
and the latter is more sensitive to the oxy-hemoglobin. When a brain area engages in a 
mental operation, an increase in the concentration of the oxy-hemoglobin and a decrease 
in the concentration of the deoxy-hemoglobin should be observed (see Strangman et al., 
2002, for a review). 
Because the NIRS system is not able to monitor blood flow change in the whole 
brain, the need to identify the brain region of interest (ROI) before measuring is 
important. Since fMRI studies for orthographic processing had shown less consistent 
results than those for phonological processing, I studied NIRS for phonological 
processing instead of orthographic processing. In two meta-analyses of fMRI studies 
(Bolger, Perfetti, & Schneider, 2005; Tan, Laird, Li, & Fox, 2005), the left middle frontal 
gyrus (Brodmann’s Area 9), which is involved in addressed phonology, was found to be 
specifically related to Chinese processing, whereas the left temporoparietal region 
(Brodmann’s Area 39/40), which is involved in assembled phonology, was found to be 
especially important for reading alphabetic writing systems like English.  
In Experiment 7, I applied NIRS to measure blood flow change in Brodmann 
Area 39/40 using the English stimuli selected from Experiment 3 in order to see if I 
could find the neural basis for phonological neighborhood density in English found by 
Yates et al. (2004) and Yates (2005). Different patterns of blood flow changes for words 
with high vs. low phonological neighborhood density were expected in Exp.7. 
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Specifically, words with high phonological neighborhood density were predicted to 
induce greater blood flow changes, which may be due to stronger inhibitory or 
facilitative connections, than those with low phonological neighborhood density.  
In Experiment 8, I used NIRS to measure blood flow change in Brodmann’s Area 
9 with Chinese stimuli selected from Experiment 6 to test homophone density effect 
found by Ziegler et al. (2000). Different patterns of blood flow changes for words with 
high vs. low homophone density were also expected in Exp.8. Specifically, words with 
high homophone density were predicted to induce larger blood flow changes, which may 
be due to stronger inhibitory or facilitative connections, than those with low homophone 
density. 
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EXPERIMENT 1: CROSS-CODE CONSISTENCY EFFECT IN ENGLISH 
Method 
Participants. Twenty-six college students from a large southwestern U.S. 
university participated in the experiment. All were fluent readers of English with normal 
or corrected-to-normal vision.  
Design and Materials. The design was a 2 (Orthographic neighborhood density: 
high vs. low) x 2 (Phonological neighborhood density: high vs. low) within subjects 
factorial, with a total of 4 conditions. Eighty 4 to 7-letter monosyllabic, single-
morpheme English words were selected as the stimuli. They were subdivided into four 
categories as follows: 20 words with high orthographic density (defined as greater than 
or equal to 7) and high phonological neighborhood density (defined as greater than or 
equal to 15), 20 words with high orthographic but low phonological neighborhood 
density (lower than or equal to 8), 20 words with low orthographic density (lower than 
or equal to 4) but high phonological neighborhood density, and 20 words with low 
orthographic and low phonological neighborhood density.  In addition there were 80 
nonwords. The four sets of stimuli were matched in number of letters, number of 
phonemes, bigram frequency, mean frequency of orthographic neighbors, and mean 
frequency of phonological neighbors. Studies have suggested that the orthographic 
neighborhood density effect tends to be obtained for low frequency words (Andrews, 
1989, 1992). For this reason, only low frequency words (< 35) were selected. All values 
of linguistic characteristics were determined by consulting the English lexicon project 
(Balota, et al., in press) and the Irvine Phonotactic Online Dictionary (IPhOD) (Vaden & 
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Hickok, 2005). See Table 4 for a summary of stimulus characteristics and Appendix A 
for the actual stimuli. 
Apparatus and Procedure. Participants, tested individually, first saw a fixation 
signal (a cross) for 1000 ms, followed by a stimulus presented at the center of the screen. 
The stimulus was displayed until the participant made a speeded lexical decision 
 
Table 4 
Characteristics of the Stimuli Used in Experiment 1 (Mean Values) 
 High OND Low OND 
Characteristic High PND Low PND High PND Low PND 
Letters 4.35 4.10 4.75 4.55 
Phonemes 3.65 4.00 3.60 3.90 
Frequency 10.85 10.60 11.20 10.70 
OND 9.05 9.00 2.55 2.75 
PND 21.20 6.40 21.15 6.30 
BF 2232.80 1716.45 2289.10 2002.20 
Mean Frequency of ON 6.88 6.95 6.88 6.61 
Mean Frequency of PN 16.11 15.44 16.30 15.81 
 
Note. OND = orthographic neighborhood density; BF = bigram frequency; ON = 
orthographic neighbors; PN = phonological neighbors; PND = phonological 
neighborhood density. 
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response. Response time (RT) was recorded from the onset of stimulus presentation until 
the participant pressed a button. Participants received 10 practice trials at the beginning 
of the experiment. A rest was given after every 40 trials. The experiment was 
administered on personal computers using an E-Prime software package (Schneider, 
Eschman, & Zuccolotto, 2002).  
Results and Discussion 
Data from 3 items were excluded in analyses due to their low accuracy (<40%). In 
calculating the mean RTs of correct responses for each condition for each participant, 
those trials with RTs less than 200 ms or higher than 1800 ms were discarded. These 
cutoffs led to the rejection of 1.68% of the observations. Table 5 shows the accuracy 
calculated from the entire set of trials, and re-computed means for correct RTs for each 
experimental condition.  
The data were analyzed in a 2x2 repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) 
that resulted from the factorial combination of Orthographic Neighborhood Density 
(high vs. low), and Phonological Neighborhood Density (high vs. low). The data were 
analyzed by subjects (F1) and by items (F2). Although we provide the accuracy and the 
by-item analyses as well, discussion of the results will focus primarily on the by-subject 
RT analyses.  
The results of the ANOVA indicated a significant main effect for Orthographic 
Neighborhood Density in RT, F1(1,25) = 14.21, p < .01, F2(1,73) = 3.53, p = .06, but not 
in accuracy, F1(1,25) < 1, F2(1,73) = < 1, indicating a facilitative orthographic 
neighborhood density effect. In addition, a significant main effect for Phonologica
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Neighborhood Density was obtained in RT, F1(1,25) = 15.25, p < .01, F2(1,73) = 4.24, p 
< .05, and in accuracy when analyzed by subject, F1(1,25) = 4.90, p < .05, F2(1,73) < 1, 
indicating a facilitative phonological neighborhood density effect. No interactions of 
Orthographic Neighborhood Density and Phonological Neighborhood Density were 
found in RT, F1(1,25) = 2.24, p =.14, F2(1,73) <1, or in accuracy, F1(1,25) < 1, F2(1,73) 
< 1. 
 
Table 5 
Mean Reaction Time (ms) and Accuracy (%) in Experiment 1 
  High OND Low OND OND Effect 
RT 680.30 (17.27) 705.14 (21.18) -24.84 (10.67) 
High PND 
Accuracy 94.44 (0.87) 93.93 (1.00) -0.51 (1.18) 
RT 708.29 (17.62) 753.81 (22.70) -45.52 (12.49) 
Low PND 
Accuracy 92.12 (1.15) 91.92 (1.27) -0.20 (1.70) 
RT -27.99 (9.74) -48.67 (13.91)  
PND Effect 
Accuracy -2.32 (1.29) -2.01 (1.53)  
 
Note. OND = orthographic neighborhood density; PND = phonological neighborhood 
density. The OND effect refers to the difference in performance on the high vs. low 
OND condition. The PND effect refers to the difference in performance on the high vs. 
low PND condition. A positive value indicates a facilitative effect and a negative value 
an inhibitory effect. Standard errors are reported in parentheses.  
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The results indicate that despite a design that was modeled after Grainger et al.’s 
(2005) study, their results were not replicated; thus, no support was found for Grainger 
et al.’s  cross-code account. Although Yates (2005) and Mulatti et al. (2006) have 
questioned the reliability of the orthographic neighborhood density effect, the present 
study obtained a clear effect of orthographic neighborhood density using a better 
manipulation than was the case in the previous studies in this literature. The present 
results suggest that the orthographic neighborhood density effect is reliable and 
independent of the effect of phonological neighborhood density. 
Whereas no support was found for traditional IA models, the findings from the 
present experiment can be accounted for both by PDP models and by Andrews’s (1997) 
suggestion of compensation from facilitative bi-directional connections. Although the 
global activation account in the BIA model can explain the current data, the specific 
suggestion by Grainger et al. (2005) of a mechanism that calculates cross-code 
consistency was not supported. 
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EXPERIMENT 2: ORTHOGRAPHIC NEIGHBORHOOD  
DENSITY EFFECT IN ENGLISH 
Method 
Participants. Twenty participants were selected, based on similar criteria as were 
used in Exp.1. 
Design and Materials. The experimental design was a one factor (Orthographic 
Neighborhood Density: high vs. low) within-subjects design. 
The same criteria for stimulus selection as in Exp.1 were used except that only 
English words with few phonological neighbors were selected. To keep phonological 
neighborhood density as low as possible, only English words with fewer than 4 
phonological neighbors were selected. Stimuli included 20 words with high orthographic 
neighborhood density (greater than 5) and 20 words with low orthographic neighborhood 
density (lower than 5). 
In addition, 40 nonwords were selected and intermixed with the experimental 
trials. Each participant received a different randomized sequence from a list consisting of 
80 trials that included 20 words with high orthographic neighborhood density, 20 words 
with low orthographic neighborhood density, and 40 nonwords. See Table 6 for a 
summary of stimulus characteristics and Appendix A for the actual stimuli. 
Apparatus and Procedure. The apparatus and the procedure in Exp.2 were the 
same as in Exp.1. 
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Results and Discussion 
Data from 2 items were excluded from the analyses due to their low accuracy 
(<40%). In calculating the mean RTs of correct responses per condition for each 
participant, those trials with RTs less than 200 ms or higher than 1800 ms were 
discarded. These cutoffs led to the rejection of 2.17% of the observations. Table 7 shows 
the accuracy, calculated from the entire set of trials, and the re-computed means for 
correct RTs for each experimental condition.  
 
Table 6 
Characteristics of the Stimuli Used in Experiment 2 (Mean Values) 
Characteristic High OND Low OND 
Letters 4.40 4.65 
Phonemes 4.25 4.40 
Frequency 10.00 9.75 
OND 7.15 2.20 
PND 3.25 3.20 
BF 1655.20 1631.80 
Mean Frequency of ON 6.32 6.47 
Mean Frequency of PN 23.12 23.30 
 
Note. OND = orthographic neighborhood density; BF = bigram frequency; ON = 
orthographic neighbors; PN = phonological neighbors; PND = phonological 
neighborhood density. 
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The data were analyzed in a one-way repeated measures analysis of variance 
(ANOVA) with the factor of Orthographic Neighborhood Density (high vs. low). The 
data were analyzed by subjects (F1) and by items (F2). Although the discussion in the 
present study is based mainly on the by-subject RT analyses, the accuracy and by-item 
RT analyses are also provided for readers’ interest. 
The results of the ANOVA indicated a significant main effect for Orthographic 
Neighborhood Density in RT when analyzed by subject, F1(1,19) = 11.59, p < .01, 
F2(1,36) = 2.67, p = .11, indicating an inhibitory orthographic neighborhood density 
effect. There was no effect of orthographic density in the accuracy analysis, F1(1,19) = 
2.58, p = .12, F2(1,36)  < 1. 
After improving on the design of Mulatti et al. (2006) by selecting stimuli with 
very few phonological neighbors, evidence was found in the present study for a clear  
 
Table 7 
Mean Reaction Time (ms) and Accuracy (%) in Experiment 2 
 High OND Low OND OND Effect 
RT 780.88 (28.15) 740.49 (25.96) 40.39 (11.87) 
Accuracy 88.89 (1.71) 91.25 (1.20) 2.36 (1.47) 
 
Note. OND = orthographic neighborhood density. The OND effect refers to the 
difference in performance on the high vs. low OND condition. A positive value indicates 
a facilitative effect and a negative value an inhibitory effect. Standard errors are reported 
in parentheses. 
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inhibitory orthographic neighborhood density effect in lexical decision RT. Although 
Mulatti et al.’s (2006) study controlled phonological neighborhood density, their stimuli 
still had phonological neighborhood densities high enough to induce activation 
enhancement through connections between word levels of orthographic and 
phonological lexicons by dual role neighbors. The assumption in Mulatti et al.’s (2006) 
study that controlling phonological neighborhood density also controls the influence 
from the phonological lexicon turns out not to be correct.  
Another possible reason for the failure by Mulatti et al. (2006) to obtain an 
orthographic neighborhood density effect was their use of high frequency stimuli. When 
stimuli with low frequencies are selected, as in the present experiment, there was no 
facilitative orthographic neighborhood density effect. 
The finding of an inhibitory orthographic neighborhood density effect supports the 
idea of inter-level lateral inhibition central to IA models. Conversely, PDP models fail to 
explain the present results. The idea of a mechanism sensitive to global activation by 
(Grainger & Jacobs, 1996) did not receive support because stimuli with a higher 
orthographic neighborhood density were not recognized faster. .  
Andrews’s (1997) suggestion of a compensation from facilitative bi-directional 
connections can successfully explain the results in both Exp.1 and Exp.2. When words 
have several phonological neighbors, they are influenced by four sources of facilitative 
bi-directional connections: 1) connections between word and sublexical levels in the 
orthographic lexicon; 2) connections between word and sublexical levels in the 
phonological lexicon; 3) connections between word levels of the orthographic and 
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phonological lexicons; and 4) connections between sublexical levels of the orthographic 
and phonological lexicons. These four sources of influence quickly accumulate resulting 
in strong activations of the target word. Following Andrews, one may argue that these 
forces were so strong that they compensated for the inhibitory forces from intra-level 
lateral connections and resulted in a net facilitative effect, as obtained in Exp.1. 
However, when forces from facilitative bi-directional connections are limited to the 
orthographic lexicon only, forces from intra-level lateral inhibition may override the 
facilitative forces from bi-directional connections and cause a net inhibitory effect, as 
found in Exp.2. 
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EXPERIMENT 3: PHONOLOGICAL NEIGHBORHOOD  
DENSITY EFFECT IN ENGLISH 
Method 
Participants. Twenty-four participants were selected, based on similar criteria as 
used in Exp.1. 
Design and Materials. The experimental design was a one factor (Phonological 
Neighborhood Density: high vs. low) within-subjects design. 
 
Table 8 
Characteristics of the Stimuli Used in Experiment 3 (Mean Values) 
Characteristic High OND Low OND 
Letters 5.50 5.90 
Phonemes 3.80 4.50 
Frequency 11.05 11.20 
OND 0.00 0.00 
PND 14.75 2.80 
BF 2381.65 2311.90 
Mean Frequency of ON 0.00 0.00 
Mean Frequency of PN 17.76 17.55 
 
Note. OND = orthographic neighborhood density; BF = bigram frequency; ON = 
orthographic neighbors; PN = phonological neighbors; PND = phonological 
neighborhood density. 
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The same criteria for stimulus selection as in Exp.1 were used except that stimuli 
were English words without any orthographic neighbors. They included 20 words with 
higher phonological neighborhood density (greater than 6) and 20 words with lower 
phonological neighborhood density (lower than 6).  
In addition, 40 nonwords were selected and intermixed with the experimental 
trials. Each participant received a different randomized sequence from a list consisting of 
80 trials that included 20 words with higher phonological neighborhood density, 20 
words with lower phonological neighborhood density, and 40 nonwords. See Table 8 for 
a summary of stimulus characteristics and Appendix A for the actual stimuli. 
Apparatus and Procedure. The apparatus and procedure in Exp.3 were the same as 
in Exp.1. 
Results and Discussion 
In calculating the mean RTs of correct responses for each condition for each 
participant, those trials with RTs less than 200 ms or higher than 1800 ms were 
discarded. These cutoffs led to the rejection of 2.29% of the observations. Table 9 shows 
the accuracy, calculated from the entire set of trials, and re-computed means for correct 
RTs for each experimental condition.  
The data were analyzed in a one-way repeated measures analysis of variance 
(ANOVA) with the factor Phonological Neighborhood Density (high vs. low). The data 
were analyzed by subjects (F1) and by items (F2). Although the discussion in the present 
study is mainly based on the by-subject RT analyses, we provide accuracy and by-item 
RT analyses for readers’ interest. 
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The results of the ANOVA indicated a significant main effect for Phonological 
Neighborhood Density in RT when analyzed by subjects, F1(1,23) = 8.60, p < .01, 
F2(1,38) = 2.76, p = .10, and in accuracy, F1(1,23) = 39.91, p < .001, F2(1,36) = 4.01, p 
< .05, indicating an inhibitory phonological neighborhood density effect.  
Thus, as in Exp.2 where an inhibitory orthographic neighborhood density effect 
was obtained, in Exp. 3 an inhibitory phonological neighborhood density effect was 
found. Although Yates (2005) and Mulatti et al. (2006) controlled orthographic 
neighborhood density, their stimuli still had orthographic neighborhood densities high 
enough to induce activation enhancement through connections between word levels of 
orthographic and phonological lexicons by dual role neighbors.  
PDP models again fail to explain the present results. The idea of a mechanism  
 
Table 9 
Mean Reaction Time (ms) and Accuracy (%) in Experiment 3  
 High PND Low PND PND Effect 
RT 723.69 (19.86) 694.35 (19.80) 29.34 (10.00) 
Accuracy 87.71 (1.56) 97.08 (0.85) 9.37 (1.48) 
 
Note. PND = phonological neighborhood density. The PND effect refers to the difference 
in performance on the high vs. low PND condition. A positive value indicates a 
facilitative effect and a negative value an inhibitory effect. Standard errors are reported 
in parentheses. 
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sensitive to global activation by Grainger and Jacobs, 1996) did not obtain support as 
well because higher phonological neighborhood density did not accelerate the speed of 
recognizing words. Andrews’s (1997) suggestion of compensation from facilitative bi-
directional connections does successfully explain the results of  the present experiment 
as well as those from Exp.1 and Exp.2. When forces from facilitative bi-directional 
connections are limited to the phonological lexicon, forces from intra-level lateral 
inhibition can override the facilitative effect of bi-directional connections, resulting in a 
net inhibitory effect.  
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EXPERIMENT 4: CROSS-CODE CONSISTENCY EFFECT IN CHINESE 
Method 
Participants. Twenty Taiwanese graduate students from a large southwestern U.S. 
university participated in the experiment. All were fluent readers of Chinese with normal  
or corrected-to-normal vision.  
Design and Materials. The design was a 2 (Orthographic neighborhood density: 
high vs. low) x 2 (Homophone density: high vs. low) within subjects factorial, with a 
total of 4 conditions. 
Sixty-four Chinese characters were selected as the stimuli. Subdivided into four 
categories, they included 16 words with high orthographic neighborhood density (greater 
or equal to 10) and homophone density (greater or equal to 9), 16 words with high 
orthographic neighborhood density but low homophone density (lower or equal to 5), 16 
words with low orthographic neighborhood density (lower or equal to 4) but high 
homophone density, and 16 words with low orthographic neighborhood density and 
homophone density. These four sets of stimuli were matched on number of strokes, 
mean frequency of orthographic neighbors, and mean frequency of homophone mates. 
For the same reason as in Exp.1, only low frequency characters were selected. All values 
of linguistic characteristics were calculated from the database created by Wu and Liu 
(1988) and Wu (2003). 
In addition, 64 filler characters and 128 pseudo-characters were selected and 
intermixed with the experimental trials. Pseudo-characters were created by combining 
two radicals that never co-occur in real characters but follow legal Chinese combination 
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rules. Each participant received a different randomized sequence from a list consisting of 
256 trials containing 16 characters with high orthographic neighborhood and homophone 
density, 16 characters with high orthographic neighborhood density but low homophone 
density, 16 characters with low orthographic neighborhood density (< or equal to 4) but 
high homophone density, 16 characters with low orthographic neighborhood density and 
low homophone density, 64 filler characters, and 128 pseudo-characters. See Table 10 
for a summary of stimulus characteristics and Appendix B for the actual stimuli. 
 
Table 10 
Characteristics of the Stimuli Used in Experiment 4 (Mean Values) 
 High OND Low OND 
Characteristic High HD Low HD High HD Low HD 
Strokes 12.81 12.56 12.81 12.75 
Frequency 19.94 20.00 19.63 19.88 
OND 11.50 11.69 2.06 2.19 
HD 16.88 3.00 16.56 3.25 
Mean Frequency of ON 75.83 74.88 71.82 72.36 
Mean Frequency of HM 95.31 94.20 93.97 95.62 
 
Note. OND = orthographic neighborhood density; HD = homophone density; ON = 
orthographic neighbors; HM = homophone mates. 
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Apparatus and Procedure. The apparatus and procedure in Exp.4 were the same as 
in Exp.1. 
Results and Discussion 
In calculating the mean RTs of correct responses for each condition for each 
participant, those trials with RTs less than 200 ms or higher than 1800 ms were 
discarded. These cutoffs led to the rejection of 0.70% of the observations. Table 11 
shows the accuracy, calculated from the entire set of trials, and re-computed means for 
correct RTs for each experimental condition.  
The data were analyzed in a 2x2 repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) 
that resulted from the factorial combination of Orthographic Neighborhood Density 
(high vs. low), and Homophone Density (high vs. low). The data were analyzed by 
subjects (F1) and by items (F2). Although the discussion in the present study is mainly 
based on the by-subject RT analyses, we provide accuracy and by-item analyses for 
readers’ interest. 
The results of the ANOVA indicated a significant main effect for Orthographic 
Neighborhood Density in RT, F1(1,19) = 18.66, p < .001, F2(1,60) = 2.75, p = .09, and in 
accuracy when analyzed by subject, F1(1,19) = 6.45, p = .05, F2(1,60) = 1.66, p = .20, 
indicating an inhibitory orthographic neighborhood density effect. In addition, a 
significant main effect for Homophone Density was obtained in RT, F1(1,19) = 11.49, p 
< .01, F2(1,60) = 2.94, p = .09, and in accuracy by subject, F1(1,19) = 4.13, p = .05, 
F2(1,60) = < 1, indicating an inhibitory phonological neighborhood density effect. No 
interaction of Orthographic Neighborhood Density and Homophone Neighborhood 
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Density was found in RT, F1(1,19) < 1, F2(1,60) <1, or in accuracy, F1(1,19) < 1, 
F2(1,60) < 1. 
With a design that mimics Grainger et al.’s (2005) study, we did not replicate their 
results and thus did not support their cross-code account. As noted earlier, although 
Yates (2005) and Mulatti et al. (2006) have questioned the reliability of the orthographic 
neighborhood density effect, the present study obtained a clear effect of orthographic  
 
Table 11 
Mean Reaction Time (ms) and Accuracy (%) in Experiment 4 
  High OND Low OND OND Effect 
RT 694.63 (29.68) 659.40 (30.74) 35.23 (9.15) 
High HD 
Accuracy 88.44 (2.32) 92.19 (1.63) 3.75 (1.60) 
RT 653.79 (25.64) 631.42 (27.38) 22.37 (11.88) 
Low HD 
Accuracy 91.25 (1.89) 94.06 (1.54) 2.81 (1.78) 
RT 40.84 (13.92) 27.98 (12.17)  
HD Effect 
Accuracy 2.81 (1.66) 1.87 (1.51)  
 
Note. OND = orthographic neighborhood density; HD = homophone density. The OND 
effect refers to the difference in performance on the high vs. low OND condition. The 
HD effect refers to the difference in performance on the high vs. low HD condition. A 
positive value indicates a facilitative effect and a negative value an inhibitory effect. 
Standard errors are reported in parentheses. 
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neighborhood density using a better manipulation, but the effect was inhibitory. The 
present results suggest, therefore, that the orthographic neighborhood density effect in 
Chinese is reliable and independent of the effect of homophone density.  
PDP models and the global activation account of the BIA model (Grainger & 
Jacobs, 1996) fail to explain the additive effect of inhibitory orthographic neighborhood 
and homophone density.  Both traditional IA models and the suggestion of compensation 
through facilitative bi-directional connections (Andrews, 1997) successfully predict an 
inhibitory effect of orthographic neighborhood density but fail in predicting the 
inhibitory homophone density effect in the present experiment. As such, no current 
visual word recognition model can successfully explain the full range of the present 
findings. 
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EXPERIMENT 5: ORTHOGRAPHIC NEIGHBORHOOD  
DENSITY EFFECT IN CHINESE 
Method 
Participants. Eighteen participants were selected, based on similar criteria as in 
Exp.4. 
Design and Materials. The experimental design was a one factor (Orthographic 
neighborhood density: high vs. low) within-subjects design.  
The same criteria for stimulus selection were used as in Exp.4 except that only 
Chinese characters with no homophone mates were selected. Stimuli included 14 
characters with high orthographic neighborhood density (greater or equal to 5), 14  
 
Table 12 
Characteristics of the Stimuli Used in Experiment 5 (Mean Values) 
Characteristic High OND Low OND 
Strokes 13.21 13.43 
Frequency 23.04 24.29 
OND 8.71 2.43 
HD 0.00 0.00 
Mean Frequency of ON 54.20 47.58 
Mean Frequency of HM 0.00 0.00 
 
Note. OND = orthographic neighborhood density; HD = homophone density; ON = 
orthographic neighbors; HM = homophone mates. 
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characters with low orthographic neighborhood density (lower or equal to 4), 28 filler 
characters, and 56 pseudo-characters. 
Each participant received a different randomized sequence from a list consisting of 
112 trials containing 14 characters with higher orthographic neighborhood density, 14 
characters with lower orthographic neighborhood density, 28 filler characters, and 56 
pseudo-characters. See Table 12 for a summary of stimulus characteristics and Appendix 
B for the actual stimuli. 
Apparatus and Procedure. The apparatus and the procedure in Exp.5 were the 
same as in Exp.1. 
Results and Discussion 
In calculating the mean RTs of correct responses for each condition for each 
participant, those trials with RTs less than 200 ms or higher than 1800 ms were  
 
Table 13 
Mean Reaction Time (ms) and Accuracy (%) in Experiment 5 
 High OND Low OND OND Effect 
RT 594.53 (12.30) 565.97 (11.25) 28.56 (6.65) 
Accuracy 91.27 (1.69) 91.67 (1.85) 0.40 (1.96) 
 
Note. OND = orthographic neighborhood density. The OND effect refers to the 
difference in performance on the high vs. low OND condition. A positive value indicates 
a facilitative effect and a negative value an inhibitory effect. Standard errors are reported 
in parentheses. 
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discarded. These cutoffs led to the rejection of 0.20% of the observations. Table 13  
shows the accuracy, calculated from the entire set of trials, and re-computed means for 
correct RTs for each experimental condition. 
The data were analyzed in a one-way repeated measures analysis of variance 
(ANOVA) with the factor of Orthographic Neighborhood Density (high vs. low). The 
data were analyzed by subjects (F1) and by items (F2). Although the discussion in the 
present study was mainly based on the by-subject RT analyses, we provide accuracy 
analyses and by-item RT analyses for readers’ interest. 
The results of the ANOVA indicated a significant main effect for Orthographic 
Neighborhood Density in RT when analyzed by subject, F1(1,17) = 18.43, p < .001, 
F2(1,26) = 3.11, p = .08, but not in accuracy, F1(1,17) < 1, F2(1,26) = < 1, indicating an 
inhibitory orthographic neighborhood density effect.  
The present experiment obtained a clear inhibitory orthographic neighborhood 
density effect in Chinese as was the case in Exp.2 in English. The finding of an 
inhibitory orthographic neighborhood density effect supports the idea of inter-level 
lateral inhibition in IA models. Conversely, PDP models and the global activation 
account (Grainger & Jacobs, 1996) fail to explain the present results.  
Andrews’s (1997) suggestions of compensations from facilitative bi-directional 
connections can also successfully explain the present results. Because the stimuli 
selected purposely excluded characters sharing any homophone mates, the influence of  
activation enhancement from the phonological lexicon can be reduced significantly. In 
addition, the activation enhancement from facilitative bi-directional connections 
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between word and sublexical levels within orthographic lexicon is also reduced because 
orthographic neighbors in Chinese shared only one sublexical unit, i.e., radicals. As 
such, it appears that forces from intra-level lateral inhibitions can outperform forces 
from activation enhancement in Exp.5 and result in an inhibitory orthographic 
neighborhood density effect. 
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EXPERIMENT 6: HOMOPHONE DENSITY EFFECT IN CHINESE 
Method 
Participants. Eighteen participants were selected, based on similar criteria as in 
Exp.4. 
Design and Materials. The experimental design was a one factor (Homophone 
density: high vs. low) within-subjects design.  
The same criteria for stimulus selection were used as in Exp.4 except that only 
Chinese characters with no orthographic neighbors were selected. Stimuli included 20 
 
Table 14 
Characteristics of the Stimuli Used in Experiment 6 (Mean Values) 
Characteristic High HD Low HD 
Strokes 13.60 13.55 
Frequency 14.80 14.55 
OND 0.00 0.00 
HD 14.30 2.80 
Mean Frequency of ON 0.00 0.00 
Mean Frequency of HM 101.42 103.75 
 
Note. OND = orthographic neighborhood density; HD = homophone density; ON = 
orthographic neighbors; HM = homophone mates. 
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characters with high homophone density (greater or equal to 7), 20 characters with low 
homophone density (lower or equal to 4), 40 filler characters, and 80 pseudo-characters. 
See Table 14 for a summary of stimulus characteristics and Appendix B for the actual 
stimuli. 
Apparatus and Procedure. The apparatus and procedure in Exp.6 will be the same 
as in Exp.1. 
Results and Discussion 
In calculating the mean RTs of correct responses for each condition for each 
participant, those trials with RTs less than 200 ms or higher than 1800 ms were 
discarded. These cutoffs led to the rejection of 0.14% of the observations. Table 15 
shows the accuracy, calculated from the entire set of trials, and re-computed means for 
correct RTs for each experimental condition. 
 
Table 15 
Mean Reaction Time (ms) and Accuracy (%) in Experiment 6 
 High HD Low HD HD Effect 
RT 613.48 (19.72) 583.63 (16.18) 29.85 (9.20) 
Accuracy 89.72 (2.41) 87.78 (1.73) -1.94 (2.36) 
 
Note. HD = homophone density. The HD effect refers to the difference in 
performance on the high vs. low HD condition. A positive value indicates a facilitative 
effect and a negative value an inhibitory effect. Standard errors are reported in 
parentheses. 
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The data were analyzed in a one-way repeated measures analysis of variance 
(ANOVA) with the factor of Homophone Density (high vs. low). The data were 
analyzed by subjects (F1) and by items (F2). Although the discussion in the present study 
was mainly based on the by-subject RT analyses, we provide accuracy and by-item RT 
analyses for readers’ interest. 
The results of the ANOVA indicated a significant main effect for Homophone 
Density in RT when analyzed by subject, F1(1,17) = 10.52, p < .01, F2(1,38) = 3.29, p = 
.07, but not in accuracy, F1(1,17) < 1, F2(1,38) < 1, indicating an inhibitory homophone 
density effect.  
Results in Exp.6 replicated the null effect of homophone density in Exp.4. PDP and 
global activation account suggested by Grainger and Jacobs (1996) failed to explain the 
inhibitory homophone density effects. Both traditional IA models and the suggestions of 
the compensation through facilitative bi-directional connections (Andrews, 1997) also 
failed in predicting the inhibitory homophone density effect in the present experiment. 
As such, no current visual word recognition models can successfully explain the present 
findings. 
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EXPERIMENT 7: NIRS STUDY ON PHONOLOGICAL NEIGHBORHOOD 
DENSITY EFFECT IN ENGLISH 
Method 
Participants. Nine college students from a large southwestern U.S. university were 
participate in the experiment. All were fluent readers of English with normal or 
corrected-to-normal vision. 
Design and the Materials. The design was a 2 (Phonological neighborhood density: 
high vs. low) x 2 (Hemisphere: left vs. right) within subjects factorial, with a total of 4 
conditions. 
Sixteen words with higher phonological neighborhood density, 16 words with 
lower phonological neighborhood density, and 32 nonwords were selected from Exp.2. 
Each participant received a different randomized sequence from a list consisting of these 
64 stimuli. See Table 16 for a summary of stimulus characteristics and Appendix A for 
the actual stimuli. 
Apparatus. The apparatus for the behavioral measurement was the same as in 
Exp.2. The NIRS signals are collected by an electronic control box serving both as the 
source of the near-infrared laser light and as the receiver of the detected near-infrared 
laser light. A cap is designed with one laser emitter that scatters the near-infrared light 
into the scalp and two laser detectors that receive the returned near-infrared light located 
separately over Brodmann Area 39/40 of each hemisphere. Each emitter contains two 
light sources with a wavelength of 690nm and 830nm respectively. Another laptop is  
programmed to control and record the signals received by the electronic control box. 
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Procedure. The task was a Go/No Go version of the lexical decision task. For each 
trial, participants, tested individually, first saw a fixation signal (cross) presented at the 
center of the screen. Participants were to press a button after seeing the fixation signal. 
This was followed by one stimulus presented at the center of the screen. Participants 
were to make a speeded lexical decision response and press the button only if they 
thought the stimulus was an English word. This was followed by a blank. If participants 
did not think the stimulus was an English word and did not press the button, the stimulus 
 
Table 16 
Characteristics of the Stimuli Used in Experiment 7 (Mean Values) 
Characteristic High OND Low OND 
Letters 5.63 5.88 
Phonemes 4.00 4.38 
Frequency 10.06 10.75 
OND 0.00 0.00 
PND 13.44 3.13 
BF 2498.25 2409.44 
Mean Frequency of ON 0.00 0.00 
Mean Frequency of PN 17.63 18.06 
 
Note. OND = orthographic neighborhood density; BF = bigram frequency; ON = 
orthographic neighbors; PN = phonological neighbors; PND = phonological 
neighborhood density. 
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disappeared after 2 seconds and was followed by a blank. RT was recorded from the 
onset of stimulus presentation until the participant pressed a button. A blank was 
randomly presented for 12, 14,16, or 18 seconds before the next trial. The variation of 
the presentation time of the cross was to keep participants’ attention and avoided 
possible guessing. Participants received at least 10 practice trials until they got used to 
the procedure before the experiment.  
The experiment was administered on personal computers using an E-Prime 
software package (Schneider et al., 2002). A cap with one laser emitter and two detectors 
located on the region corresponding to Brodmann’s Area 39/40 of each hemisphere was 
placed on the participant’s head to record blood flow change during the lexical decision 
task.  
Results and Discussion 
Behavioral Data. In calculating the mean RTs of correct responses for each 
condition for each participant, those trials with RTs less than 200 ms or higher than 1800 
ms were discarded. These cutoffs led to the rejection of 0.26% of the observations. Table 
17 shows the accuracy, calculated from the entire set of trials, and re-computed means 
for correct RTs for each experimental condition.  
The data were analyzed in a one-way repeated measures analysis of variance 
(ANOVA) with the factor of Phonological Neighborhood Density (high vs. low). The 
data were analyzed by subjects (F1) and by items (F2). Although the discussion in the 
present study was mainly based on the by-subject RT analyses, analyses of accuracy data 
and by-item RT data are provided for readers’ interest. 
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The results of the ANOVA did not yield a significant main effect for Phonological 
Neighborhood Density in RT, F1(1,8) = 1.80, p = .21, F2(1,28) = 1.21, p = .28, or in 
accuracy, F1(1,8) < 1, F2(1,28) < 1, although there was a trend of an inhibitory 
phonological neighborhood density effect (37ms).  
NIRS Data. The NIRS data from 4 detectors (2 over each hemisphere) were 
digitally recorded at 200Hz. The data were then converted into optical density units that 
were digitized and low-pass-filtered at 1Hz and high-pass-filtered at 0.02 Hz to reduce 
the noise of systemic physiology. The filtered data were then converted to reflect the 
concentration of both the oxy-hemoglobin and deoxy-hemoglobin; these served as the 
data used for advanced analysis. The converted data were analyzed in 17-second epochs 
including 2 seconds before and 15 seconds after the onset of the stimuli. Data conversion 
was conducted using HomER software (Huppert & Boas, 2005). 
 
Table 17 
Mean Reaction Time (ms) and Accuracy (%) in Experiment 7 
 High PND Low PND PND Effect 
RT 801.05 (47.14) 764.14 (53.55) 36.91 (27.52) 
Accuracy 92.36 (2.50) 92.86 (2.92) 0.50 (1.54) 
 
Note. PND = phonological neighborhood density. The PND effect refers to the 
difference in performance on the high vs. low PND condition. A positive value indicates 
a facilitative effect and a negative value an inhibitory effect. Standard errors are reported 
in parentheses. 
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NIRS data were first down sampled to 2 Hz. Data from the two detectors per 
hemisphere were then averaged in further analyses. Two separate 2 (Phonological 
neighborhood density: high vs. low) x 2 (Hemisphere: left vs. right) within-subjects 
ANOVAs were conducted, one for the latency and the other for the peak amplitude data 
of blood flow changes. The concentration of oxy-hemoglobin was treated as the 
dependent variable. Table 18 shows the amplitudes and latencies of the peaks of the 
blood flow changes for each experimental condition. 
Amplitude Analysis. The results of the ANOVA on the amplitudes at the peak of 
blood flow change showed a marginal significant main effect for Phonological 
Neighborhood Density, F(1,8) = 4.81, p = .06, indicating a larger amplitude for words 
with high phonological neighborhood density, compared to those with low phonological  
 
Table 18 
Mean APSOLWXGHV0RODUDQG/DWHQFLHVVHFRQGVIRU3HDNVRI%ORRG)ORZ&KDQJHV 
in Experiment 7 
  High PND Low PND 
Amplitude 6.22 (1.35) 5.33 (1.15) 
Left Hemisphere 
Latency 5.83 (0.87) 6.17 (1.21) 
Amplitude 5.74 (1.22) 3.27 (0.90) 
Right Hemisphere 
Latency 6.44 (0.92) 4.17 (0.90) 
 
Note. PND = phonological neighborhood density. Standard errors are reported in 
parentheses. 
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neighborhood density. In addition, a significant main effect for Hemisphere was F(1,8) = 
6.53, p < .05, indicating a larger amplitude for the left hemisphere, compared to the right 
hemisphere. No interaction of Phonological Neighborhood Density and Hemisphere was 
found, F(1,8) = 3.41, p = .10. Further simple effect analyses showed that the 
phonological neighborhood density effect was only present in the right hemisphere, 
F(1,16) = 7.91, p < .05 (for the left hemisphere, F(1,16) = 1.05, p = .32), in the direction 
of a larger amplitude for words with high phonological neighborhood density.  
Latency Analysis. The results of the ANOVA on the latencies at the peak of blood 
flow change yielded neither a main effect for Phonological Neighborhood Density, 
F(1,8) = 1.22, p = .30, nor for Hemisphere, F(1,8) = 2.44, p = .15. No interaction of 
Phonological Neighborhood Density and Hemisphere was found, F(1,8) = 3.11, p = .11. 
Further simple effect analyses showed that phonological neighborhood density effect 
was only marginally significant in the right hemisphere, F(1,16) = 3.92, p = .06, and not 
significant in left hemisphere, F(1,16) < 1; there was a slower peak for words with high 
phonological neighborhood density in the right hemisphere. 
Comparison to Baseline. Blood flow changes in oxy-hemoglobin, deoxy-
hemoglobin, and total hemoglobin during English lexical decision were also analyzed 
for both hemispheres. Figure 1 (a) depicts the results for words with high phonological 
neighborhood density and 1 (b) those with low phonological neighborhood density in the 
left hemisphere. Figure 2 (a) depicts the results for words with high phonological 
neighborhood density and 2 (b) presents those with low phonological neighborhood 
density in the right hemisphere.  
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Compared to the baseline, which was defined by the mean blood flow changes 
starting from 2 seconds before the onset until the presentation of the stimuli, blood flow 
changes in oxy-hemoglobin were significantly elevated both in the left hemisphere, t(29) 
= 6.71, p < .001, and in the right hemisphere, t(29) = 9.24, p < .001, for words with high 
phonological neighborhood density. As to words with low phonological neighborhood 
density, blood flow changes in oxy-hemoglobin were raised significantly only in the left 
hemisphere, t(29) = 7.09, p < .001; right hemisphere, t(29) = -0.70, p = .49. 
Although discussion in the present study is mainly based on the results of oxy-
hemoglobin, I also provide the analyses for blood flow changes in both deoxy-
hemoglobin and total hemoglobin for readers’ interest. For words with high 
phonological neighborhood density, blood flow changes in deoxy-hemoglobin were 
significantly decreased in the left hemisphere, t(29) = -7.80, p < .001; there was no 
difference in the right hemisphere, t(29) = -1.01, p = .32. As to words with low  
phonological neighborhood density, blood flow changes in deoxy-hemoglobin decreased 
significantly in the left hemisphere, t(29) = -6.67, p < .001, but increased in the right 
hemisphere, t(29) = 3.38, p < .01. As to blood flow changes in total hemoglobin, it was 
increased both in the left hemisphere, t(29) = 4.87, p < .001, and in the right hemisphere, 
t(29) = 8.63, p < .001, for words with high phonological neighborhood density. Finally, 
for words with low phonological neighborhood density, blood flow changes in total 
hemoglobin were neither raised significantly in the left hemisphere, t(29) < 1, or in the 
right hemisphere, t(29) < 1. 
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Phonological Neighborhood Density Effect. Figure 3 compared blood flow changes 
in oxy-hemoglobin for words with high vs. low phonological neighborhood density for 
(a) the left hemisphere and (b) the right hemisphere. Blood flow changes in oxy-
hemoglobin for words with high phonological neighborhood density were significantly 
larger than those with low phonological neighborhood density both in the left 
hemisphere, t(29) = 3.12, p < .01, and in the right hemisphere, t(29) = 10.27, p < .001. 
When taking into account the time course in the left hemisphere, blood flow changes for 
words with high phonological neighborhood density started to be significantly larger 
than that for words with low phonological neighborhood density by 2.5 seconds, t(8) = 
2.40, p < .05, until 5 seconds, t(8) = 2.53, p < .05, after stimulus onset. By contrast, in 
the right hemisphere, blood flow changes for words with high phonological 
neighborhood density started to be significantly larger than that for words with low 
phonological neighborhood density from 2 seconds, t(8) = 2.69, p < .05, until 14.5 
seconds, t(8) = 2.76, p < .05, after stimulus onset. 
Although the behavioral results in the present experiment did not reveal a 
significant effect of phonological neighborhood density, this may due to the 
considerably low number of participants. The effect size for the phonological 
neighborhood density effect, &2 = .04, is close to a medium effect. For this reason, the 
phonological neighborhood density effect in the present study may likely reach a 
significant criterion after increasing the number of participants. 
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The NIRS data provide neural evidence for a phonological density effect. Words 
with high phonological neighborhood density generated stronger blood flow changes in 
BA 39/40, which is suggested to be an important area for phonological processing in 
alphabetic writing systems like English. Due to the limitation of the technique, it is hard  
to tell if these stronger blood flow changes should be interpreted as being due to more 
inhibition or facilitation. However, based on the trend of an inhibitory effect in the 
behavioral data, the stronger blood flow changes for words with high phonological 
neighborhood density are more likely contributed by stronger inhibition from intra-level 
lateral connections.   
Interestingly, the NIRS data suggest that a phonological neighborhood density 
effect was more evidenced in the right hemisphere than in the left hemisphere. This right 
hemisphere advantage of phonological neighborhood density is in line with other 
findings of a right hemisphere advantage for orthographic neighborhood density using 
repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation (Lavidor & Walsh, 2003) and divided visual 
field presentation paradigms (Lavidor, Hayes, Shillcock, & Ellis, 2004). However, the 
finding of a right hemisphere advantage for density effects in the phonological 
processing domain has not previously been reported. 
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EXPERIMENT 8: NIRS STUDY ON HOMOPHONE  
DENSITY EFFECT IN CHINESE 
Method 
Participants. Eleven Taiwanese graduate students from a large southwestern U.S. 
university participated in the experiment. All were fluent readers of Chinese with normal 
or corrected-to-normal vision. 
Design and Materials. The design was a 2 (Homophone density: high vs. low) x 2 
(Hemisphere: left vs. right) within subjects factorial, with a total of 4 conditions. 
Twelve Chinese characters with higher homophone density, 12 Chinese characters 
with lower homophone density, and 24 pseudo-characters were selected from Exp.5.  
 
Table 19 
Characteristics of the Stimuli Used in Experiment 8 (Mean Values) 
Characteristic High HD Low HD 
Strokes 13.25 13.92 
Frequency 17.25 16.67 
OND 0.00 0.00 
HD 16.75 3.08 
Mean Frequency of ON 0.00 0.00 
Mean Frequency of HM 96.76 93.70 
 
Note. OND = orthographic neighborhood density; HD = homophone density; ON = 
orthographic neighbors; HM = homophone mates. 
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Each participant received a different randomized sequence from a list consisting of these 
48 stimuli. See Table 19 for a summary of stimulus characteristics and Appendix B for 
the actual stimuli. 
Apparatus and Procedure. The apparatus and procedure was the same as in Exp.7 
except that the brain area monitored was Brodmann Area 9. 
Results and Discussion 
Behavioral Data. Data from 2 items were excluded in the analyses due to low 
accuracy. In calculating the mean RTs of correct responses for each condition for each 
participant, those trials with RTs less than 200 ms or higher than 1800 ms were 
discarded. These cutoffs led to the rejection of 0.91% of the observations. Table 20 
shows the accuracy, calculated from the entire set of trials, and re-computed means for 
correct RTs for each experimental condition.  
 
Table 20 
Mean Reaction Time (ms) and Accuracy (%) in Experiment 8 
 High HD Low HD HD Effect 
RT 849.14 (60.95) 808.01 (58.67) 41.13 (19.18) 
Accuracy 90.15 (2.47) 95.46 (2.07) 5.31 (2.05) 
 
Note. HD = homophone density. The HD effect refers to the difference in performance 
on the high vs. low HD condition. A positive value indicates a facilitative effect and a 
negative value an inhibitory effect. Standard errors are reported in parentheses. 
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The data were analyzed in a one-way repeated measures analysis of variance 
(ANOVA) with the factor of Homophone Density (high vs. low). The data were 
analyzed by subjects (F1) and by items (F2). Although the discussion here will focus on 
the by-subject RT analyses, findings from the accuracy and by-item RT analyses are also 
provided.  
The results of the ANOVA indicated a significant main effect for Homophone 
Density in RT when analyzed by subject, F1(1,10) = 4.60, p = .05, F2(1,20) = 1.38, p = 
.25, and in accuracy when analyzed by subject, F1(1,10) = 6.72, p < .05, F2(1,10) < 1, 
indicating an inhibitory homophone density effect.  
NIRS Data. The same procedures for NIRS data analyses were applied as were 
used in the previous experiment. Two separate 2 (Homophone density: high vs. low) x 2 
(Hemisphere: left vs. right) within-subjects ANOVAs were conducted for both the 
latency and the amplitude of the peaks of the blood flow changes. The concentration of 
oxy-hemoglobin was treated as the dependent variable. Table 21 shows the amplitudes 
and latencies of the peaks of the blood flow changes for each experimental condition. 
Amplitude Analysis. The results of the ANOVA on the amplitudes at the peak of 
blood flow change neighbor showed no effect for Homophone Density, F(1,10) = 1.96, p 
= .19, or for Hemisphere, F(1,10) < 1. No interaction of Homophone Density and 
Hemisphere was found, F(1,10) <1. Further simple effect analyses showed that the 
homophone density effect was not present either in the right hemisphere, F(1,20) = 2.51, 
p = .13, or in the left hemisphere, F(1,20) <1, although there was a trend for a stronger 
homophone density effect in the right hemisphere. 
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Latency Analysis. The results of the ANOVA on the latencies at the peak of blood 
flow change neither obtained a significant main effect for Homophone Density, F(1,10) 
< 1, nor a significant main effect for Hemisphere, F(1,10) = 2.07, p = .18. No interaction 
of Homophone Density and Hemisphere was found, F(1,10) < 1. The homophone effect 
was neither obtained in the right hemisphere, F(1,20) < 1, nor in the left hemisphere, 
F(1,20) = 1.47, p = .24.  
Comparison to Baseline. Blood flow changes in oxy-hemoglobin, deoxy-
hemoglobin, and total hemoglobin during English lexical decision were also analyzed 
for both hemispheres. Figure 4 (a) depicts the results for characters with high 
homophone density and Fig. 4 (b) presents those with low homophone density in the left 
hemisphere. Figure 5 (a) depicts the results for characters with high homophone 
 
Table 21 
Mean APSOLWXGHV0RODUDQG/DWHQFLHVVHFRQGVIRU3HDNVRI%ORRG)ORZ&KDQJHV 
in Experiment 8 
  High HD Low HD 
Amplitude 4.92 (2.23) 3.75 (1.43) 
Left Hemisphere 
Latency 6.18 (0.92) 5.14 (0.61) 
Amplitude 5.19 (1.75) 3.08 (0.75) 
Right Hemisphere 
Latency 6.68 (0.79) 6.32 (0.68) 
 
Note. HD = homophone density. Standard errors are reported in parentheses. 
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density and Fig. 5 (b) presents those with low homophone density in the right 
hemisphere.  
Compared to the baseline, which was defined by the mean blood flow changes 
starting from 2 seconds before the onset until the presentation of the stimuli, blood flow 
change in oxy-hemoglobin was significantly raised both in the left hemisphere, t(29) = 
4.62, p < .001, and in the right hemisphere, t(29) = 7.41, p < .001, for characters with 
high homophone density. As to characters with low homophone density, blood flow 
change in oxy-hemoglobin was raised significantly in the left hemisphere, t(29) = 2.46, p 
< .05, but not in the right hemisphere, t(29) < 1. 
Although discussion in the present study is mainly based on the results of oxy-
hemoglobin, I also provide the analyses for blood flow changes in both deoxy-
hemoglobin and total hemoglobin for readers’ interest. For characters with high 
homophone density, blood flow change in deoxy-hemoglobin was significantly 
decreased in the left hemisphere, t(29) = -4.79, p < .001, and in the right hemisphere, 
t(29) = -4.20, p < .001. As to characters with low homophone density, blood flow 
change in deoxy-hemoglobin was decreased significantly in the left hemisphere, t(29) = -
2.46, p < .05, but not in the right hemisphere, t(29) < 1. As to blood flow changes in 
total hemoglobin, it was raised both in the left hemisphere, t(29) = 4.19, p < .001, and in 
the right hemisphere, t(29) = 6.52, p < .001, for characters with high homophone 
density. As to characters with low homophone density, blood flow change in total 
hemoglobin was raised significantly only in the left hemisphere, t(29) = 2.23, p < .05, 
not in the right hemisphere, t(29) < 1. 
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Homophone Density Effect. Figure 6 shows the blood flow changes in oxy-
hemoglobin for characters with high vs. low homophone density in (a) the left 
hemisphere and (b) the right hemisphere. Blood flow change in oxy-hemoglobin for 
characters with high homophone density was significantly larger than that for words 
with low homophone density both in the left hemisphere, t(29) = 7.29, p < .001, and in 
the right hemisphere, t(29) = 8.83, p < .001. When taking into account the time course in 
the left hemisphere, blood flow change for characters with high homophone density was 
initially significantly larger than that for words with low homophone density from 14 
seconds, t(10) = 2.37, p < .05, until 15 seconds, t(10) = 3.64, p < .01, after stimulus 
onset. By contrast, in the right hemisphere, blood flow change for characters with high 
homophone density started to be significantly larger than that for words with low 
homophone density at 10.5 seconds, t(10) = 2.24, p < .05, until 15 seconds, t(10) = 3.27, 
p < .01, after stimulus onset. 
The NIRS data provide neural evidence for the homophone density effect in 
Chinese. Words with high homophone density generated stronger blood flow changes in 
BA 9, which is suggested to be an important area for phonology processing in 
morphosyllabic writing systems like Chinese. Based on my knowledge, this is the first 
report of neural evidence for a homophone density effect. Unlike Exp.7, the NIRS data 
did not show a hemisphere difference in Chinese homophone density, although there was 
a trend for a right hemisphere advantage.  
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GENERAL DISCUSSION 
To fully understand the processes involved in lexical retrieval and selection, it is 
necessary to study how orthographically and phonologically similar words interact to 
affect word recognition. After decades of research, however, the nature of orthographic 
and phonological neighborhood density effects and their interaction is still being 
debated. Neighborhood density effects in principle allow a test of different models of 
word recognition. However, the inconsistencies in the literature thus far as to the nature 
of these effects as well as their interpretation have made it difficult to confidently draw 
conclusions. In the present study, I systematically manipulated both orthographic and 
phonological neighborhood effects in both English and Chinese to clarify the direction 
of these effects. Exploiting the fact that phonemes are not present in Chinese characters, 
my research design allowed a test of the mechanism of bi-directional facilitative 
connections between whole-word and sublexical levels and that of overall lexical 
activation proposed by different word recognition models. Besides behavioral data, the 
present study also sought hemodynamic evidences for effects of phonological 
neighborhood (in English) and homophone density (in Chinese), using the NIRS 
technique. Through a joint behavioral and neurobehavioral examination of both 
orthographic and phonological neighborhood density effects, our understanding of the 
nature of the mechanism and operation of the orthographic and phonological lexicons 
can be advanced. 
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The Nature of Neighborhood Density Effects 
The nature of neighborhood density effects was not clear from previous studies due 
to inconsistent results across studies. Whereas facilitative orthographic neighborhood 
density effects were mainly found in English lexical decision task, inhibitory 
orthographic neighborhood density effects were obtained in French and Spanish studies. 
Studies by Yates et al. (2004), Yates (2005), and Mulatti et al. (2006) questioned the 
facilitative effect of orthographic neighborhood density because a facilitative effect of 
phonological neighborhood density was found in both lexical decision and naming after 
controlling orthographic neighborhood density, however, an orthographic neighborhood 
density effect was not obtained in naming when controlling phonological neighborhood 
density. Nevertheless, Grainger et al.’s (2005) finding of a cross-code effect also 
challenged the facilitative effect of orthographic neighborhood density and suggested 
instead that the direction of orthographic neighborhood density effect may depend on 
phonological neighborhood density. 
Yates et al. (2004), Yates (2005), Grainger et al. (2005), and Mulatti et al. (2006) 
examined neighborhood density effects by seeking to control one type of neighborhood 
density effect in order to test the other type of neighborhood density effect. The rationale 
underlying this strategy was that controlling one type of neighborhood density can limit 
the influence from the related language component. For example, controlling 
phonological neighborhood density can eliminate effects attributable to the phonological 
system. As such, any orthographic neighborhood density effect found may be attributed 
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to the orthographic system only. However, the present research argues that this 
assumption is incorrect due to a multi-system activation enhancement effect. 
The different systems related to visual word recognition are connected in a highly 
interactive manner. Even if one controls phonological neighborhood density across two 
groups of words with different orthographic neighborhood density, phonological 
neighborhood density can still have an influence. As discussed earlier, although scrap 
and proof initially have the same levels of activation in the phonological system (due to 
their having the same number of phonological neighbors), scrap actually receives more 
activation enhancement from the phonological system by virtue of its having dual-role 
neighbors, strap and scram. For this reason, if we want to examine the effect of each 
type of neighborhood density in isolation, we should reduce the other kind of 
neighborhood density to zero or as close to that as possible.  
To achieve this goal, I systematically tested neighborhood density effects by 
aiming for successively more control across each subsequent experiment. Experiment 1 
manipulated both orthographic neighborhood density and phonological neighborhood 
density in English. In Experiment 2, orthographic neighborhood density was examined 
using English words with very low phonological neighborhood density. In Experiment 3, 
orthographic neighborhood density was reduced to zero and I tested the effect of 
phonological neighborhood density in English. Exps. 4-6, conducted with Chinese, 
enabled a clearer look at neighborhood effects than that possible using English alone, 
given that there is no phoneme level of representation in Chinese. In Experiment 4, I 
tested orthographic neighborhood density and homophone density in Chinese. 
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Experiment 5 examined orthographic neighborhood density with Chinese characters 
having no homophones. In Experiment 6, the homophone density effect with Chinese 
characters was tested further using characters having no orthographic neighbors. 
Because Chinese homophones share only a whole phonology representation in the 
phonological lexicon and only those stimuli were selected that had no overlap in 
orthographic structures (i.e., radicals), Experiment 6 provided the cleanest environment 
in which to test the neighborhood density effect. 
 Experiments 1 to 6, which reduced noise step by step, allow a much clearer 
examination of the nature of neighborhood effects than previously possible. In 
Experiment 1, an additive effect of facilitative orthographic neighborhood density and 
phonological neighborhood density was obtained, suggesting that the cross-code account 
proposed by Grainger et al. (2005) is not tenable. The present finding replicates earlier 
results of facilitative orthographic neighborhood density (Andrews, 1989, 1992; Forster 
& Shen, 1996; Sears et al., 1995) and further demonstrates that this effect is independent 
of phonological neighborhood density.  
Although Experiment 1 confirmed both facilitative effects of orthographic 
neighborhood density and phonological neighborhood density, no evidence of intra-level 
lateral inhibitions suggested by traditional IA models was obtained. I reasoned that this 
is because our mental lexicon is highly interactively connected. To recognize a word, at 
least four sources of forces are at work: 1) connections between word and sublexical 
levels in the orthographic lexicon; 2) connections between word and sublexical levels in 
the phonological lexicon; 3) connections between word levels of orthographic and 
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phonological lexicons; and 4) connections between sublexical levels of orthographic and 
phonological lexicons. The combination of all of these four forces can create a 
cumulative enhanced activation in recognizing words. After reducing forces from the 
phonological lexicon by selecting words with only a few phonological neighbors, an 
inhibitory orthographic neighborhood density effect was obtained in Experiment 2. 
The finding of an inhibitory effect of orthographic neighborhood density is 
consistent with what was found by Bowers, Davis, and Hanley (2005). Bowers et al. 
(2005) created novel words (e.g., BANARA) which were orthographic neighbors of real 
words (e.g., BANANA) that have no real orthographic neighborhood neighbors. This 
novel learning experience was found to interfere with participants’ performance on real 
words (e.g., BANANA) in a semantic category judgment task. Because these target 
words have no orthographic neighbors, few benefits can be obtained from facilitative bi-
directional connections between any lexicons. The inhibitory effect from intra-level 
lateral inhibitions was thus obtained. Both Experiment 2 and Bowers et al.’s (2005) 
results point to the validity of intra-level lateral inhibition as described in traditional IA 
models. 
The explanation for the results in Experiment 1 and 2 should also apply in 
Experiment 3. After reducing orthographic neighborhood density to zero, Experiment 3 
obtained a clear inhibitory phonological neighborhood density effect, suggesting that 
intra-level lateral inhibition also works for the phonological lexicon. The reason why 
Yates et al. (2004), Yates (2005), and Mulatti et al. (2006) may have obtained a 
facilitative phonological neighborhood density effect is that their stimuli had too many 
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orthographic neighbors. Facilitative bi-directional connections between different sorts of 
lexicons create facilitation that is strong enough to override the inhibition induced by 
intra-level lateral inhibition. 
The claim of intra-level lateral inhibition was further confirmed in the Chinese 
studies. The Chinese writing system has two important advantages for studying 
neighborhood density effects. First, Chinese orthographic neighbors share only one 
sublexical unit, i.e., the phonetic radical. There are fewer such units than is the case for 
sublexical units (letters) in English. Second, no sublexical units like phonemes exist in 
the Chinese phonological lexicon. For these reasons, one would expect not only that 
forces from facilitative bi-directional connections between word and sublexical levels 
within the Chinese orthographic lexicon would be much weaker than in English, but also 
that those within the Chinese phonological lexicon can be ruled out completely. As we 
can see, both orthographic neighborhood density and homophone density consistently 
showed inhibitory effects in Experiments 4 through 6, indicating inhibitory effects 
generated by intra-level lateral connections.  
A broader implication of the present research is that asking whether neighborhood 
density effect is facilitative or inhibitory is a simplification of the phenomenon. Because  
at least four highly connected lexical systems participate in visual word recognition, the 
amount of units from all sources should be taken into account. The more the overall 
units, whether they are orthographic/phonological or word/sublexical representations, 
participate in recognizing a word the more facilitative forces from all sources of bi-
directional connections would be produced. If facilitative forces from bi-directional 
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connections outperform inhibitory forces from intra-level lateral connections, a 
facilitative neighborhood density effect will be obtained. However, if inhibitory forces 
from intra-level lateral connections outperform facilitative forces from bi-directional 
connections, an inhibitory neighborhood density effect should be found. This may be the 
reason why previous studies obtained inconsistent results. 
What remains to be discussed is the inhibitory homophone density effects found in 
Chinese. Because the issue of sublexical phonemic units is not relevant for the Chinese 
homophone stimuli selected in Experiment 6, any density effect obtained must reflect 
whole word level effects. Also, because homophone mates of the stimuli did not share 
any visual similarity, no intra-level lateral inhibition should be expected in Experiment 
6. Why then was an inhibitory homophone density effect still obtained? One possible 
explanation lies in competition processes independent of connections among 
representations. In traditional IA models, a representation must be activated higher than 
a specific threshold to reach the status of recognition. Competition happens when a 
representation achieves a high activation level close to the target word. In PDP models, 
an activation pattern related to a specific word also needs to achieve a stable status to 
reach the status of recognition. Competition happens when an activation pattern is close 
to the target activation pattern. The inhibitory homophone density may reflect this 
competition after facilitative forces from bi-directional connections and inhibitory forces 
from intra-level lateral connections are cancelled out. Future experiments will need to 
test this explanation. 
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Visual Word Recognition Models 
The present experiments also contribute to testing different models. In previous 
studies, PDP models appeared to be better fitted to account for both facilitative effects of 
orthographic neighborhood density and phonological neighborhood density obtained in 
English research because similar activation patterns of neighbors can facilitate the 
processing of target words. Conversely, traditional IA models failed to account for 
facilitative neighborhood density effects because intra-level lateral inhibition should 
cause inhibitory neighborhood density effects.  
To overcome the failure in explaining facilitative neighborhood density effects, 
several modifications of IA models have been suggested. Grainger and Jacobs (1996) 
suggested that this problem can be solved simply by adding one mechanism sensitive to 
global lexical activation into their BIA model. Later, Grainger et al. (2005) proposed one 
more mechanism - calculating cross-code consistency - in their BIA model to account 
for their finding of a cross-code consistency effect. Using a different strategy, Andrews 
(1997) suggested that IA models, such as the DRC model, can explain a facilitative 
neighborhood density effect without adding any new mechanism. Andrews (1997) 
suggested that simply raising weights for facilitative bi-directional connections and 
lowering weights for intra-level lateral inhibition can simulate a facilitative orthographic 
neighborhood density effect with DRC model. 
Explanations of PDP models and three modifications were tested in the present 
experiments. First, the idea of cross-code consistency effect was tested in Exp.1 with 
English and in Exp.4 with Chinese. However, neither Exp.1 nor Exp.4 obtained any 
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results that could support a mechanism that calculates cross-code consistency. In 
English, both orthographic neighborhood density and phonological neighborhood 
density showed facilitative effects when both factors were carefully manipulated in a 
single experiment. For Chinese, both orthographic neighborhood density and 
homophone density showed inhibitory effects when both factors were carefully 
manipulated in a single experiment. No interaction of orthographic and phonological 
density effects was found in either writing system. However, the present results do not 
falsify the cross-code consistency effect observed in French because there are different 
orthography-phonology mappings in French than is the case for English or Chinese. 
Whereas French is more a letter-phoneme mapping system, English is more a body-rime 
system, and Chinese is a whole word-whole phonology system. Since Grainger et al.’s 
(2005) design of a mechanism calculating cross-code consistency is based on letter-
phoneme mapping, it is still possible this design could be part of a French word 
recognition system. 
PDP models were not supported in the present experiments. Although they are 
good at explaining a facilitative effect of orthographic neighborhood density and 
phonological neighborhood density, they fail to explain inhibitory effects of 
neighborhood density obtained in Exps.2 to Exp.6. PDP models have no intra-level 
lateral inhibition mechanism nor any local representations. A word is represented by a 
specific activation pattern. For this reason, neighbors or homophone mates should 
generate activation patterns that mimic the activation pattern of the target word. These 
similar activation patterns should then facilitate the processing of the target word 
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because they accelerate the activation pattern of the target word into a stable status. 
However, orthographic neighborhood density effects were found to be inhibitory in 
English (Exp.2) and in Chinese (Exp.5). English phonological neighborhood density 
(Exp.3) and Chinese homophone density (Exp.6) were also found to be inhibitory. As 
such, both orthographic and phonological density effects were found to be inhibitory in 
both writing systems tested.  
The suggestion of a mechanism sensitive to global lexical activation was not 
supported in the present experiments as well. Based on Grainger and Jacobs (1996), the 
more the number of representations in lexical systems participating in word recognition 
the stronger the global lexical activation that should be generated; this, in turn, will 
produce clearer facilitative effects. However, in spite of what was obtained in Exp.1, the 
results of Exp.2 through Exp.6 all obtained inhibitory density effects. Exp.6 was 
especially a good setting for testing the idea of a mechanism sensitive to global lexical 
activation. Chinese stimuli selected in Exp.6 share only one phonology in phonological 
system and share no visual units in orthographic system. For this reason, no connections 
should be expected between representations within whole word system or between 
whole word and sublexical systems. As such, all forces from facilitative bi-directional 
connections can be cleaned up. If there is a mechanism sensitive to global lexical 
activation that can outperform intra-level lateral inhibitions, a clear facilitative density 
effect should still be obtained. However, homophone density effect turned out to be 
inhibitory. The present experiments, thus, seriously question the proposal by Grainger 
and Jacobs (1996). 
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Andrews’s (1997) proposal that facilitative bi-directional connections can 
counteract the effects of intra-level lateral inhibitions for words with many neighbors 
works very well in the present experiments. Based on her suggestion, words with few 
neighbors should present inhibitory density effects reflecting intra-level lateral 
inhibitions; however, words with many neighbors should show a facilitative density 
effect because forces from facilitative bi-directional connections can outperform intra-
level lateral inhibitions. This is what I obtained in the present experiments. In Exp.1, 
when stimuli selected all had many orthographic and phonological neighbors, both 
orthographic and phonological neighborhood density showed facilitative effects. 
However, when stimuli were selected so that either they had very few phonological 
neighbors or had no orthographic neighbors, inhibitory density effects were found in 
Exp.2 and Exp.3. In the Chinese experiments, forces from facilitative bi-directional 
connections were expected to be lower compared to that in English because no 
sublexical phonological system should be present and orthographic neighbors at most 
share only one sublexical unit, i.e., the radical. We did obtain inhibitory effects of 
orthographic neighborhood density in both Exp.4 and Exp.5. However, in Exp.6, after 
forces from intra-level lateral inhibitions and facilitative bi-directional connections were 
all reduced, an inhibitory homophone density effect was still obtained. One might argue 
that Andrews’s (1997) suggestion does not work here, but as explained earlier, this 
might simply reflect competition processes during visual word recognition. Compared to 
the other explanations, Andrews’s (1997) suggestion is still the most successful. 
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Neural Basis of Neighborhood Density Effects 
Recent progress in techniques of brain imaging and recording brain activities has 
made it possible for researchers to begin to examine the neural correlates of how 
neighborhood density modulates visual word recognition. Whereas Holcomb et al.’s 
(2002) ERP study obtained a facilitative effect of orthographic neighborhood density and 
Pylkkänen et al.’s (2002) MEG study suggested a facilitative effect of phonological 
neighborhood density, Binder et al.’s (2003) fMRI study found inhibitory orthographic 
neighborhood density effects in both of their fMRI and behavioral data. Because none of 
these studies carefully manipulated or controlled both orthographic and phonological 
neighborhood density effects, the interpretation of these data is in question.   
With a better English stimulus set that controlled orthographic neighborhood 
density (by reducing it to zero), Exp.7 obtained only a trend of an inhibitory effect of 
phonological neighborhood density in behavioral measures (37 ms). Because the effect 
size for this effect is close to a medium effect (&2 = .04), the inhibitory effect of 
phonological neighborhood density may likely reach the significant criterion as in Exp.2 
after increasing the number of participants. At the same time, the present NIRS data 
provide neural evidence for density effects by showing that words with high 
phonological neighborhood density generate stronger blood flow changes in BA 39/40, 
which is an area suggested to be important in phonological processing in English. A 
similar pattern was found in Exp.8 with Chinese stimuli. Like what was found in Exp.6, 
an inhibitory homophone density effect was obtained in the behavioral data of Exp.8. 
Nevertheless, NIRS data indicated that words with high homophone density generate 
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stronger blood flow changes in BA 9, which is an area suggested to be important for 
phonological processing in Chinese. Both Exp.7 and Exp.8 thus provide support for a 
neural basis for phonological density effects.  
Studies by Lavidor and Walsh (2003) and Lavidor et al. (2004) suggested a right 
hemisphere advantage for density effects of orthographic neighborhood using rTMS and 
divided visual field presentation paradigms. Interestingly, NIRS data in Exp.7 also 
obtained a right hemisphere advantage for English phonological neighborhood density, 
suggesting a special role of the right hemisphere in neighborhood density effects. Future 
studies are needed to answer why the right hemisphere appears to play a more important 
role in neighborhood density effects compared to the left hemisphere. Although Exp.8 
did not obtain hemisphere differences for homophone density in Chinese, a trend for a 
right hemisphere advantage still emerged.  
Several possible explanations may be explored for the observed right hemisphere 
advantage observed for density effects. Ellis (2004) argued that feedback from the word 
level to the sublexical level, which is necessary for revealing density effects, is only 
present in the right hemisphere. However, word recognition processes in the left 
hemisphere occur rapidly and in parallel and thus require no need for feedback between  
word and sublexicals. Chiarello (2002) proposed that the left hemisphere rapidly 
encodes words into deep level codes, whereas the right hemisphere maintains a surface 
encoding (e.g., letters), even when deep codes are available. Because density effects 
would need processes that involve early codes (e.g., sublexical representations in 
lexicons), this could account for a greater right hemisphere sensitivity in density effects. 
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However, these explanations are mainly based on orthographic neighborhood density 
effect. More studies on phonological effects are needed to confirm their ability to 
explain the right hemisphere advantage observed in effects of phonological 
neighborhood density and homophone density.  
Caveats and Future Studies 
Due to the stringent requirements of the present research for stimulus matching on 
a variety of dimensions to rule out confounds, we were severely limited in the range of 
stimuli we could use. As a result, the generalizability of the findings may be restricted to 
the stimulus set we used. Future studies using regression models applied to a larger 
number of stimuli are thus needed to confirm and increase the generalizability of the 
present study. Although I discussed and tested different visual word recognition models 
in the present study, simulation data directly driven from these models are still needed.  
Future research should also be directed a better testing and understanding the 
nature of blood flow changes in relation to facilitation vs. inhibition effects. In its current 
stage, the brain imaging technique used in the present study, did not provide a basis for 
establishing if the stronger blood flow changes noted reflected inhibition or facilitation. 
Studies on effects of phonological neighborhood density and homophone density using 
other techniques, e.g., ERPs and MEG, are suggested to confirm the pattern of findings 
obtained in the present study. Finally, given that the participants in the Chinese 
experiments were also familiar with English, some of their neural activity may reflect 
their knowledge of this other language (see Vaid, in press, for an overview of 
neuroimaging findings with bilinguals). In future research it will be important to 
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disentangle the influence of multiple language experience on phenomena such as density 
effects being tested in individual languages.    
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CONCLUSION 
Intra-level lateral inhibition has been studied and confirmed in many fields such as 
perception and attention. The present research suggests that this phenomenon is also 
present in visual word recognition. After different sources of facilitative inter-lexicon 
connections were reduced step by step, both orthographic and phonological 
neighborhood density effects were found to be inhibitory in both English and Chinese 
lexical decision. Inhibitory neighborhood density effects were also confirmed in two 
NIRS experiments of both English and Chinese. The present data better support 
interactive-activation models rather than parallel-distributed models by evidence of 
lateral inhibition. The suggestions of mechanisms sensitive to global lexical activation or 
cross-code consistency were not supported in the present experiments as well. However, 
asking whether neighborhood density effect is facilitative or inhibitory is a simplification 
of the phenomenon. The more the overall units, whether they are word/sublexical or 
orthographic/phonological representations, participate in recognizing a word the more 
facilitative forces from all sources of bi-directional connections would be produced. If 
facilitative forces from bi-directional connections outperform inhibitory forces from 
intra-level lateral connections, a facilitative neighborhood density effect will be 
obtained. If inhibitory forces from intra-level lateral connections outperform facilitative 
forces from bi-directional connections, an inhibitory neighborhood density effect should 
be found. As such, the present study furthers our understanding of the organization and 
operation of the mental lexicon. 
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